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* ' Part 1
Workmanship Vibration Test
This section contains data taken on the Radiative
Cooler in accordance with the Workmanship Test
Procedure 161T9. Assembly History Record Sheets
shoving the events during this test are included
prior to the data.
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R A D I A T I V E COOLER A S S Y , TM (A3A1)
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NOTES FOR W O R K M A N S H I P V I B R A T I O N T E S T I N G . ^






THIS AHR IS PART TWO OF T H R E E PARTS. PART TWO IS
FOR W O R K M A N S H I P VIBRATION TESTING.
THIS AHR W H E N COMPLETED, WILL SATISFY DRAWING 51200
NOTE 9, "PROCESS F INAL ASSEMBLY PER 16189 (VIBRA-
T I O N ) U S I N G F I X T U R E N O . 73294" .
QUALITY A S S U R A N C E S U R V E I L L A N C E SHALL BE PERFORMED
D U R I N G TEST. NOTIFY Q .A . AND AFQA PRIOR TO START-
ING TESTS.
N O T E : THE R A D I A T I V E COOLER SHALL BE PREPARED FOR















iSi l i lC j ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
51200 003 R A D I A T I V E COOLER ASSY, TM





A L A M I N A R FLOW B E N C H . THE AREA D E S I G N A T I O N IS YEL-
LOW. I N S P E C T , CLEAN AND H A N D L E PER 16174, REV f t .
C A U T I O N : USE OF T H R E E P A I R S OF GLOVES IS P R E F E R R E D
FOR A S S E M B L Y / H A N D L I N G . THE FIRST PAIR SHOULD BE
COTTON; THE S E C O N D SHOULD BE P O L Y E T H Y L E N E ; AND THE
T H I R D SHOULD BE NYLON PER 16174. S I N G L E GLOVE
H A N D L I N G IS A C C E P T A B L E W H E N THE SURFACES B E I N G
T O U C H E D A R E N O T T H E R M A L L Y C R I T I C A L .
V I B R A T I O N T E S T I N G MAY BE A C C O M P L I S H E D IN AH NON-
CLEAN A R E A IF THE P R O P E R B A G G I N G T E C H N I Q U E S ARE
O B S E R V E D , PER 16189, REV f\ ^ , PARA '1. 4 . 2 .
•
THE P A R A G R A P H CALLOUTS IN THIS D O C U M E N T K E F E R TO
SPEC 16189, REV ft ""^.^O^LE^S O T H E R W I S E S P E C I F I E I

























is, UK: \I ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORu CONTINUATION SHEET
PARJ NUMBER SERIAL OR 101 NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
51200 003 R A D I A T I V E COOLER A S S Y , TM






A P P L I C A B L E D O C U M E N T S
D R A W I N G S :
ce-i Dt"-y opt, fft,+ Lt
51200, REV E W I T H E . O . ' S 2188A,' 3922A , 2162A
•/AHA Y^o/xr
5 2 5 3 2 , REV D W I T H E . O . ' S 3174A, A10&A V/?l-/S Y i&VA
y^t^A ?-*£{'»
S P E C I F I C A T I O N S :
16189, REV A W I T H E . G . 4152A
1617A, REV A
16191, REV A
16192, REV E W I T H E . O . ' s 4088A, 4136A, 4138A
F I X T U R E S :
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', »j a* "V \j j ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORu CONTINUATION SHEET SHOT « o. 22
HART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAM£









2 2 - 7 4
>1-41
J 2 - 7 A
INSTRUCTIONS
P R E P A R E C O O L E R FOR V I B R A T I O N T E S T I N G IN A N O N C L E A N /
A R E A , B Y B A G G I N G - P E R ^ P A R A 3 . 4 . 2 .
V.
N O T E : C O N N E C T O R M O U N T I N G F I X T U R E (75788) MUST BE
A T T A C H E D W I T H C O N N E C T O R S M O U N T E D , P E R A H R 51200,
PART I , B E F O R E B A G G I N G .
I N S P E C T ABOVE O P E R A T I O N .
TRANSPORT THE COOLER TO THE V I B R A T I O N LABORATORY


































1 — ( •\ \I Suite ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONT&hlUATJOM Sli
!
>
SlttEI 5 Of '"•
PA»I NUMBER SERIAL OR IOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY WAfK£ j CON1INUA1 ION OF:















IM^TDI irr i Ck&icll JlKULI luiMj
ATTACH THE VIBRATION FIXTURE ( 7 3 2 9 4 ) TO THE SHAKER
S...IP TABLE. AND TORQUE THE ATTACH BOLTS 250 IN-LBS.
MOUNT THE CONTROL AND SAFETY INSTRUMENTATION PER
PARA 4.3 ADJUST THE SHAKER SAFETY LEVELS PER PARA
4 . 4 . CHECK OUT THE SAFETY CUT-OFF DEVICES. COGNI-
ZANT PROJECT DYNAMICIST TO WITNESS.
PROJECT DYNAMICIST TO VERIFY ABOVE OPERATION.
CONDUCT INITIAL VIBRATION INPUT EQUALIZATION RUNS
PER PARA 4.6. TO OBTAIN AN APPROXIMATION OF THE
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SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY













I tal ic 1 ASSFMBLY HISTORY RECORu CONTlNUAflON SHEET
HAH! N U M U f H SERIAL OR 10! NUAtolR ASSEMBLY NAME




2 0 7 C O





'. 2 - 7 1*
i l - 4 1
i l - 13
12-31
INSTRUCTIONS
I N S T A L L T H E C O O L E R O N T H E S H A K E F I X T U R E P E R P A R A
4.1 . A N D 4 . 6 , F O R V I B R A T I O N I N T H E " x " A X I S . T O R Q U E
S C R E W S P E R P A R A 4 .1 .
•
N O T I F Y P R O J E C T Q U A L I T Y E N G I N E E R A N D A F O F I M P E N D I N G
TEST. Q . A . W I T N E S S T O R Q U E I N T H E A B O V E O P E R A T I O N .
9TATIP ^FftftlTlVF iTTMOlnliu Qo\!oJnvC i l C i V I
HANDLE PFR SPfWll 11
C O N D U C T F I N A L " X " A X I S V I B R A T I O N I N P U T E Q U A L I Z A T I O N
R U N S P E R P A R A 4 . 5 , 4 . 6 A N D 4 . 7 .
C O G N I Z A N T PROJECT D Y N A M I C 1 S T V E R I F Y ABOVE O P E R A T I O N .
































Is it IK <:' ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET sntn 1 i* 22
PAHI NUMBER SERIAL OR 10? NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
51200 Q 0 3 R A D I A T I V E C O O L E R A S S Y , TM














C O N D U C T " X " A X I S TEST S E R I E S P E k P A R A 4 . 2 , 4 . 6 A N D .
4 . 8 . Q . A . , P E A A N D T H E C O G N I Z A N T P R O J E C T D Y N A M I -
C I S T T O W I T N E S S . R E C O R D A N Y D I S C R E P A N C I E S .
P R O J E C T D Y N A M I C I S J V E R I F Y F I N A L V I B R A T I O N I N P U T




' STATIC SENSITWF ITtM
HANDLE PErt 5P80113
iL.
R E M O V E THE C O O L E R FROM THE S H A K E F I X T U R E . ROTATE 1
THE COOLER 90° IN E I T H E R D I R E C T I O N AND R E I N S T A L L ON
T H E S H A K E F I X T U R E P E R P A R A 4 . 6 F O R V I B R A T I O N I N
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TEST ABORTED — SEE POST TEST
1
TPJCOOL
RADIATIUE COOLER UOR|OTANSHIP UIBRATION
200





2 1 4 0 0
2 1 5 0 0
21600
2 1 7 0 0
S/C |
NO.
5 1 - 4 1
31-13
J l - 1 3
tt'll
< 2 - 7 4
SERIAl OS 101 NUMBER ASSEMBIY NAME
0, , R A D I A T I V E COOLER A S S Y , TM
( A 3 A 1 )
INSTRUCTIONS
Q . A . W I T N E S S T H E A B O V E OPERATION A N D TORQUE.
CONDUCT FINAL "Y" A X I S V IBRAT ION INPUT EQUALIZATION
RUNS PER P A R A 4 . 5 . 4 . 6 A N D 4 . 7 .
STATIC-SENSITIVE ITEM
HANDU Pi 8 SPUOII3
L ' • -- — *
CONDUCT "Y" A X I S TEST SERIES PER P A R A 4 . 2 , 4 .6 AND
4 . 8 ; RMA AfiB THE € 6 3 H t Z A N f PROJECT DYHAMICIST TO <
W I T N E S S . RECORD A N Y D I S C R E P A N C I E S .

































suin 9 of 22
PARI NUMBER SERIAL OR 1 01 NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
51200 0 0 3 R A D I A T I V E C O O L E R A S S Y , TM












REMOVE THE S H A K E F I X T U R E FROM THE S H A K E R SLIP TABLE
R O T A T E THE S H A K E R H E A D TO A V E R T I C A L P O S I T I O N , AND
I N S T A L L T H E S H A K E F I X T U R E O N S H A K E R H E A D . TORQUE
A T T A C H BOLTS TO 250 I N - L B S .
ll °T ATIO SENSITIVE Iff M
HAI-ITiLf KB r.POOUJ
. •
Q . A . W I T N E S S T O R Q U E I N A B O V E O P E R A T I O N .
C O N D U C T I N I T I A L V I B R A T I O N I N P U T E Q U A L I Z A T I O N R U N S
PER P A R A 4 . 6 , TO O B T A I N AN A P P R O X I M A T I O N OF THE





























SBKC fORM U 0)1?
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Ih.lVftC.J ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET
PARl NUMBER SERIAL OR 101 NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME





2 2 2 0 0
2 2 3 0 0
2 2 4 0 0
S/C
NO.




I W Q T D I IPT IOMCIN J l K U L l IUN5
I N S T A L L THE C O O L E R ON THE S H A K E F I X T U R E PER P A R A (
4.1 . THE ROTATIONAL A L I G N M E N T OF THE ASSEMBLY ON
THE F I X T U R E IS O P T I O N A L . T O R Q U E SCREWS PER P A R A 4 .1
-
N O T I F Y PROJECT Q U A L I T Y ^ E N G I N E E R A N D A F O F I M P E N D I N G
TEST. Q . A . W I T N E S S TORQUE IN ABOVE O P E R A T I O N .
STATIC SE^SIlJVt IltM
ttAMDlC PER SKK)1I3
C O N D U C T F I N A L " 2 " A X I S V I B R A T I O N I N P U T E Q U A L I Z A T I O N
R U N S P E R P A R A 4 . 5 , 4 . 6 A N D 4 . 7 .






























!.SliS'U.!l ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET sittrf1 Of 22
PAR] NUMBER S E R I A L OS 101 NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
5120Q 0 0 3 R A D I A T I V E COOLER A S S Y , TM











2 - 7 4
INSTRUCTIONS
C O N D U C T " Z " A X I S TEST S E R I E S P E R P A R A 4 . 6 A N D 4.8.
Q . A . . R E A A N D T H E C O G N I Z A N T P R O J E C T D Y N A M I C I S T T O
W I T N E S S . R E C O R D A N Y D I S C R E P A N C I E S .
R E M O V E THE COOLER FROM THE S H A K E F I X T U R E . BE SURE
TO M A I N T A I N COOLER A T T I T U D E PER P A R A 3 . 5 . 2 .
STATIC SENSITIVE IIE^
HANDLE P 8 SP30113
1
T R A N S P O R T THE COOLER TO A L A M I N A R FLOW B E N C H PER
P A R A 3.5.1, M A I N T A I N I N G A R A D I A T O R - U P W A R D ATTITUDE
PER P A R A 3 .5 .2 . R E M O V E P R O T E C T I V E B A G ( S ) ON FLOW


































 ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAM£









1 2 - 7 4
: 2 - 7 A
INSTRUCTIONS
Q . A . S U R V E I L L A N C E OF A B O V E O P E R A T I O N .
D I S A S S E M B L E T H E C O N N E C T O R M O U N T I N G F I X T U R E (75788) i
FROM THE C O O L E R .
C A U T I O N : DO NOT REMOVE THE STATIC PROTECTIVE CONN-
E C T O R S FROM B A N D S 5 AND 7 FLEX C A B L E S . M A I N T A I N
THE C O O L E R IN A R A D I A T O R - U P W A R D A T T I T U D E PER P A R A
3 . 5 . 2 . - —
STATIC SENSITIVE HEM
HANDLE PE8 SP80113
D I S A S S E M B L E THE A M B I E N T COVER ASSEMBLY FROM THE
COOLER PER P A R A 4 . 9 .
C A U T I O N : M A I N T A I N THE COOLER IN A R A D I A T O R - U P W A R D































isiiiVC ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET sifEn13 Of 22











2 2 - 7 4
BER ASSEMBLY NAME
R A D I A T I V E COOLER ASSY. TM
(A3A1)
INSTRUCTIONS
I N S P E C T THE A M B I E N T COVER FOR LOOSE P A R T I C L E S PER .
P A R A 4.10.1, 4 .10 .2 AND 4.10.3. RECORD ANY ABNORM-
ALITIES . M/^^^Q1.
• * ^t
R E L I A B I L I T Y E N G I N E E R WITNE^S^-^^^^,^.*^
Q U A L I T Y E N G I N E E R W I T
STATIC SENSITIVE ITEM
HANDLE PER SP80113
«^T x l^ ^-— ., «•
' N E S ^ ^A^/^^^,. -26- &2f£.
.• ,r • '&
•
MS I -
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J 2 - 7 4
D l - 4 1
SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
R A D I A T I V E COOLER ASSY, TM
. (A3A1)
INSTRUCTIONS
I N S P E C T M U L T I - L A Y E R I N S U L A T I O N FOR L O O S E N E S S , OR
E V I D E N C E O F T E A R I N G . R E C O R D A N Y D I S C R E P A N C I E S .
Q . A . I N S P E C T A B O V E OPERAT_I_pJii:=;.::=s=il
=L— ~" "^ r77» a \\
5STC SENSHWt lit* ^
il _pp SP30I |JI 41H HAHDlE "*-B — ^=ia
R E A S S E M B L E THE A M B I E N T COVER TO THE COOLER PER PARAJ
1
4.11. TORQUE ATTACH SCREWS PEfc D R A W I N G 51200.































1'?. ;KC j ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECOK. CONTINUATION SHEET 1 SHEET15 220
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER [ASSEMBLY NAME








2 2 - 7 4
INSTRUCTIONS
A S S E M B L E 50980 P R E A M P L I F I E R M O D U L E A S S E M B L Y TO THE (
R A D I A T I V E COOLER U S I N G F A S T E N E R S , ITEMS 19 AND 26
OF D R A W I N G 52532 , SIX PLACES. ENGAGE THE FLEX CAB-
LE C O N N E C T O R S .
C A U T I O N : THE BANDS 5 AND 7 STATIC P R O T E C T I V E CONN-
ECTORS SHALL NOT BE REMOVED U N T I L AFTER THE P R E A M P -
L I F I E R M O D U L E I S BOLTED I N PLACE A N D T O R Q U E D . «ITH
T H E S E C O N N E C T O R S R E M O V E D , T H E C O O L E R FLEX CABLE
C O N N E C T O R S ARE STATIC S E N S I T I V E AND MUST BE H A N D L E D
PER SP80113 U N T I L R E C O N N E C T E D TO THE M O D U L E ASSEM-
B L Y . r-r===:====:====:=====^:=^=\I S T A T I C siwsuwu^ • |
I ^^j^^^^
M O U N T C O N N E C T O R S A3J1, A3J2 AND A3J3 INTO THE M O U N T
ING R I N G OF I T E M 10 OF D R A W I N G 51200 U S I N G H A R D W A R E
ITEMS 11, 31 AND 49 OF DRAWING 52532 SHOWN ON SHEET




























SB 0295A DEC 77






> 4 1 0 0
s/c
NO.
i l - 4 1
12-74
:2-13
SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
003 RADIATIVE COOLER ASSY, TM
(A3A1)
INSTRUCTIONS
Q . A . W I T N E S S ABOVE O P E R A T I O N .
STATIC SENSITIVE ITEM
HANDLE PER SP80JI3
P R E P A R E F O R B E N C H C O O L E R O P E R A T I O N A N D CFPA E L E C T R I -
CAL TEST AS FOLLOWS:
SET-UP T H E R A D I A T I V E C O O L E R / P R E / M P M O D U L E A S S E M B L Y
IN A CLASS 10,000 E N V I R O N M E N T W I T H ITS OPTICAL A X I S
A P P R O X I M A T E L Y H O R I Z O N T A L . C O N N E C T CFPA T E M P E R A T U R E
M O N I T O R (HS 2 3 6 - 6 7 0 4 ) TO A3J4 ( C O O L E R H E A T E R / S E N S O R
C A B L E C O N N E C T O R ) . USE + 15 VOLT S U P P L Y TO CFPA
T E M P E R A T U R E M O N I T O R . M E A S U R E VOLTAGE B E T W E E N COM-
MON ( S I G N A L R E T U R N ) AND T2-d ( S E N S O R 82) DIODE
V O L T A G E . M E A S U R E VOLTAGE DROP ACROSS THE D I O D E WIT1
A K E I T H L E Y 160B OMM TO D E T E R M I N E THE SENSE DIODE
F O R W A R D V O L T A G E . «p2 •¥ & *) T" 1 . *S<S8' &^Zcs$l-


























!L v i J C ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECOK_ CONTINUATION SHEET p»rn 1:> l22
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
R A D I A T I V E COOLER A S S Y , TM




2 4 2 0 0




J 2 - 7 4
2 2 - 7 4
I
INSTRUCTIONS
. N O T E : DIODE T E M P E R A T U R E C A L I B R A T I O N M A Y B E F O U N D
ON AHR 50956.
D I S C O N N E C T THE C F P A / R A D I A T I V E COOLER THERMAL SHORT
BY R E M O V I N G THE 8 F ILLISTER HEAD C L A M P I N G SCREWS
( I T E M 22 OF DWG 51200).
C A U T I O N : THE COOL£R SPECULAR S H I E L D SHALL NOT BE
T O U C H E D , E V E N W I T H CLOVED H A N u S .
STATIC SEWSITIVF ITFiVS 1
HANDLE PER SPflOin
_ -
SET UP B E N C H COOLER CONSOLE PER 16191 P A R A 3.4.1,
U S I N G N I T R O G E N G A S C Y L I N D E R .




















I'siLc:" ' ' )ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD LuNTINUATION SHEET sucnia OF 22
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUM8EH ASSEMBLY KAME














INSTALL THE BENCH TEST COOLER (BTC) IN THE RADIATIVE COOLER
PER 16191 PARA 3.4.2. frfv M
ans A
CPERAT E THE BTC PER 16191 PARA 3. 4. 3. a, REGULATING BACK
PRESSURE TO OBTAIN 95K CFPA TEMPERATURE.
aTATKTStNbilivt iihivi
riMisnic n K ifuui | j
' •**••-•-••*— ..-..•— -, — -*——.._.•• --,.•,.....
CONDUCT THE HEATER/SENSOR OHMIC CHECK (CFPA TEMPERATURE <
*«!*• ff fope* v/j'4 f/ts-A
95K) PER 16192 PARA 4.5. BAND 6 QHMIC TEST IS PERFORMED ONLY
AS A CONFIDENCE CHECK AND ONLY WHEN BAND 6 PK2AMPS ARE NOT
%f»ff f°t r°o<oA y/Jf* w/r*
CONNECTED. RECORD DATA OH 16192 TEST SHEET 2 AND ATTACH TO
THIS AHR.









































SB 0295A DEC 77
( }Blffi.1 ASSEMBLY,!
PAR! NUMUR • SIRIAl CO tor NUM8(R fttAVMW WX
51200 003 51200
AJSlMCir NAMJ
COOLER ASSEMBLY ^ RADIATIVE
PURPOS
lUvlMl
E OF SUPPLEMENT - INCORPORATES NEW ASSY DWG
N D OR EOsD: REWORK D: OTHER 54. EXPLAIN:
lISTORvOcORD SUPPLEMENT
DHABIW cfAtouaticoa rnrnuoiT
amiioa £ ; ^-^ 0. Dascomb
ni\p ira iiBpsnvM on
eppiicAwc . *r\ '* f^r <jf2* AIIIV APF*(WAIjt - t y - «• v
: PMO«ci ^ fliwJa'fttf PEOI Its if POO»M
|»n,.0
SUPPLEMENT NO. 1 )0 PAR
AHR DAHD 4 MARCH 82
SUPPIEMENI RQEASE
DATE 24 MARCH 82
NOU 10 PROOUCIION -
UPON RICEIPI. INUR SUPPUNUN1
NO. AND RECtlPI DAIt OH fROMI
5i un or Alia. IHUIM its (WRY.
NOTES: THE PURPOSE OF THIS AHR SUPPLEMENT IS TO PERFORM THE BAND 8 OHMIC CHECK (CFPA TEMP <95K)





NOTE: (1) REVIEW HANDLING AND CLEANLINESS NOTES CALLED
OUT ON AHR, 51200, PAR1, II, S/N 003, DATED 4 MARCH 1982.
(2) THIS SUPPLEMENT IS TO BE PERFORMED OR ADDED AT THE
OPERATION NO. IN NUMERICAL SEQUENCE TO AHR 51200,
PART II, S/N 003, DATED 4 MARCH 1982.
P£RFORMEO BY








SB 0295C JAN 81
{ c wi\ ri"1 h II .. o ,^ -. ™ - - " TASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD U.fllNUATlON SHEET SHEET 2 OF ,, '
PART NUMBER SERIAL 08 LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAJWE













REVISE OPERATION ffKfifl OF AHR 51200 PAKTri, NOT TO INCLUDE
CONNECTION OF BAND 6 CONNECTOR TO PREAMP MODULE ASSEMBLY.
INSTEAD CONNECT HEAR SAVER ASSEMBLY TO BAND 6 CONNECTOR (P2)
AND SECURE TO PREAMP MODULE WITH A FLIGHT APPROVED TAPE.
Q.A. WITNESS ABOVE OPERATION.




























SB 0705A RFP 77
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 "N ' "•
ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD U.JINUATION SHEET SHCET 3 OF •.
PAR! WMBER SERIAL OX I0f KUM8E8 ASSEMBLY MAM














REVISE OPERATION 24000 OF AHR 51200. PART II, TO INCLUDE THE
lift/ A f€> fir**
BAND 6 OHHIC CHECK (CFPA TEMP. < 95K) PER 16189 PARA 4.12.
RECORD DATA ON SPEC 16192 DATA SHEETS. W f "< r»ea^ von 4
Q.A . WITNESS ABOVE TEST.
DISENGAGE HEAR SAVER ASSE«BLY FROM BAND 6 CONNECTOR (P2) AND
MOUNT THE CONNECTOR TO THE PREAKP HODUIE AS CALLED FOR IN
OPERATION 23800. SCREWS DO NOT HAVE TO BE TORQUEO FOR THIS
OPERATION. SCREWS HILL BE TORQUEO ON 52532 AHR.
Q.A. WITNESS ABOVE OPERATION.
CONl IHIWI ION OF:
AO OAUO






















SB (G95A DFC 77
!"sF IM- ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD .GOTINUATION SHEET | SHEET 4 op H-
PART NUMBER SERIAL Q8 LOT KUM8ER ASSEMBLY NAM£











RETURN TO AHR 51200. PART II. S/H 003. OPERATION 247(* AND
RESUME BLACKBOOY ACCEPTANCE TESTING.
























SB 0295A DEC 77
•I'Vrf-V-^f,"!.". »,q
r.
ts- '^T SHEET 2 '





























































£"(200 TEST SHEET 2
. HEATER/SENSOR AND BAND G OHMIC CHECK .
CFPA SERNO
Tl
























































\BAND 5 PREAMP SERNO
SHEET I2
SHEET I OF 3
DATE: 24,
BANDS POST AMP SERNO.
Tl READING -?£r? VOLTS°























































^/ i ^ ^






























































POST AMP GAIN= A//A -
APERTURE TO FILTER = A//A
DETECTOR AREA= *//&







Q.A. C N R I N E E R
[&A$ Ht r) A A
DESIGN ENGINEER /^ Kl)lJL\ L^ ZJSJU^
'•.^  i-^ ^
nfl£














BAND 6 POST AMP SERNO
Tl READING •I (til VOLTS=
T2' READING • ^feg f VOLTS'
BAND 6 PREAMP SERNO.
I
TEST SHEET 12




























































POST AMP GAIN =
APERTURE TO FILTER -
DETECTOR AREA=
HO"'






















SC*lf 1 If j I SMtl '
A H < 2 ri-3.^0 TEST SHEET 12
c>t*$&f!rr\0*i i4fi»o SHEET 3 OF 3





























































































































APERTURE DIAMETER8 0*IO i
SCOPE GAIN=
QA
HESIGW ENGINEER y)$\)j^/l AjfJLd^ ^/yj*\ApW\^ysw*v'Ti>>r&\,
nut " SU8
A





SCAll 1 ••« T* '• -
V—
•
fc^S: V-JRI ""*J&L[IA i /MfM^?1





13 TEST SHEET 12
OF POOR QUALITY SHEET 2 OF 3
, j/A£&H
fe|r CFPA SERNO *2«£M BAND 6 PREAMP SERNO /0 f DATE: 2.6, rtM.
r BAND 6 POST AMP SERNO •z&t
7! READING VOLTS- °K
T2 READING . ^6?</- VOLTS* °K
BAND 6




1 1>(*V ^ 'S7yfe
2 .VZtW *•***$£'
3 / /^</ ^ '^ *"^»<*
4 "»n »/ <4.'?|*< '^.
• 7 f I v /T&W
POST AMP GAIN =












, (,{ V /.flHt^
|;04v/ / , t f2V
.7e V | .<JW
BROAD MAX ,. MIN
NOISE 3 AN D 1 .93 x 10"' J 1 320CL VAV '
NOISE NEPX RX
*««}fe .42* \
S i */ ^K*^*1 ^^ I/ ^V V ^




*^fa4 .?rv ^ ]\




H~ = APERTURE DIAMETER =
PI ^ C K P ^  1*^ Y "^.^  \ :
BLACKBODY TEMPERATURE =
SCOPE GAIN*













)^Q A K N C. 1 S E F. ^ j^tr^ jj^ LijiJ*;/ „ ^ ,i i • • -«->• v xy^ u i i
1 Ji 1 f *^ * \A ¥I yy x\ • 1 AlV
/ ^^
"•^f (^f !.U( i
A !
















SSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD tuNTINUATJON SHEET SHEET 19 OF 2«.
SERIAL OS LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
003 RADIATIVE COOLER ASSEMBLY, T.M.
INSTRUCTIONS
A. AND AF PRIOR TO PERFORMING OPERATION
24800.
CONDUCT THE BLACKBODY ACCEPTANCE (CFPA TEMPERATURE < 95K)
BANDS 5, 6 AND 7
PARA 4.16 AND 4.
. TESTS PER 16189. PARA 4.12.2 AND 16192,
17. RECORD DATA ON 16192, TEST SHEET 12,










Q.A. WITNESS THE ABOVE TEST. ^-^-^^Jj
CFPA REA TO REVIEW TEST DATA FROM OPERATIONS ABOVE. REVIEW






















CD mm;A r\rr it
11 JliC ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECOl. CONTINUATION SHEET | sum20 22











R A D I A T I V E COOLER A S S Y , TM
(A3A1)
INSTRUCTIONS
SHUT D O W N B E N C H TEST COOLER (ETC)
REV /? , PARA 3. 4. 5. a.
PER 16191,
D I S C O N N E C T E T C V A C U U M L I N E . R E M O V E C O N N E C T I N G M A N I -
FOLD, R E M O V E V A C U U M S H R O U D , A N D R E M O V E TEST COVER
PER 16191 P A R A 3 . 4 . 5 . b T H R O U G H e .
-
NOTE: D I S C O N N E C T AND REMOVE FROM
COOLER O N L Y , AND NOT FROM THE BTC
THE BTC M U S T BE R E C O N N E C T E D A F T E R
THE R A D I A T I V E
C O N S O L E , S INCE
T H E R M A L S H O R T I N G





 r PMC IT IMF ITirWI 11l\ S1MIC SEHiUWL HLBI















SR 0?05A HFP. 77
I






2 5 4 0 0
i5500









IBLY HISTORY RECOI. CONTINUATION SHEET
L OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
no , R A D I A T I V E COOLER ASSY, TM
(A3A1)
1MCTDI \n 1OKICINV.KUtJ tUNb
C O M P L E T E B E N C H TEST S H U T DOWN P E R P A R A 3 . 4 . 5 , SPEC
16191. REV /9 TORQUE S H O R T I N G S C R E W S , ITEM
^
22 , PER N O T E 5 , OF D R A W I N G 51200.
Q . A . W I T N E S S T O R Q U E OF 8 F I L L I S T E R HEAD SCREWS IN
A B O V E O P E R A T I O N .
oT«T,n orMiMTitir nnn
^j 1 it 1 1^^ wlvl » 0 1 1 1 v I,- 1 1 1_ t ii
.MdVCllS .SEB- KP901 13
V E R I F Y T H E P R O P E R T H E R M A L C O N D U C T A N C E OF THE CFPA/
R A D I A T I V E COOLER T H E R M A L SHORT PER 16191 PARA 3 .4 .
5.g T H R O U G H m .




































SB 0295A DEC 77
i'i ;«<;'\ ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECOH CONTINUATION SHEET |suEn22 22
PAR] NUMBIR SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
5 I200 no , R A D I A T I V E COOLER A S S Y , TM
J
 (A^A l )
OPER
NO.










ROUTE COMPLETED AIIR AKO ATTACHED DATA SHEETS TO
PROJECT QUALITY ENGINEER. ASSEMBLY Ta REMAIN IN A
CLASS 10,000 CLEAN A R E A .





























































0001 I l i t
I 1 T i l l T |
I I I I t I 1 I
2 H2 LOG
TJ1COOL


















ASSURANCE ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY VIBRATION TEST
An«lyier filter H/ 8W Input C«l Ou^ut Cdn ef
I I I I I I I
HZ LOG
TFJCOOL










i i i i i i i. i i i














I QUALITY ASSURANCE ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY VIBRATION TEST
1 S 4 S 8 7 8 9 1
Start Feet
End Feet
Ails and Condition O f
Overdl mv rms
Analyzer Filler
•)ft.fJ WAup S/N snd UHfUan f$/&3 /,
arms
Hi BW Input Cat -<& Rsngj
^/ Ctwfapi. K<Su& SeniJUvWj /O. /3 ^M
° T_V-,TF TiT^ . 1.T-J I IT - J(*
SRQ® S^ccd ^f od/Qln






I I I I I I I
H2 LOQ
TPKJOOL

















QUALITY ASSURANCE ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY VIBRATION TEST
* SuusiDiuu a HUGiits HISOIAFI caatun
























= g rms Stwep
Hz BW Input Cat -db Range Hz Output Cain
Speed Cf od/mln











i i i i i M










3 HZ LOG 200
TflCOOL































I QUALITY ASSURANCE ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY VIBRATION TEST
A SU8SIDIA8I W HUOlltS tIRCRUl
3 4 5 6 7 0 B I
10Frequency (Hz)
Job No. g2"Z9 [ l'«n_.TV*1 d
Axis and Condition XT **xr-3
Overall mv rms =
Analyzer Filler Hi BW Input Cal_
100 1000
Saflal Tlma 1 3 Operator
Pickup S/N and lotdlon
9rm»
<%U>ITA,QC. _ Pickiqi SenslUvUv /<3l / 3
Swaep Speed _ ft octlmln /, /
_mln/swe«p
-<B> Rengs Output Ca!n_






j QUALITY ASSURANCE ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY VIBRATION TEST
* suiismiMr of HUGIUS uxaiut tnutun
































Pickup S/N and locdlon
= arms
H: BW Input cal -tf> Range
Pictiw Ssnsltlvily 2M
Sisecp Speed oct/Riln












Thin section contains data taken en the Radiaclve
Cooler during the Thermal Vacuuta Taot par Test
Procedure 16188.

























R E M A R K S






58. &*./ {,&.(, u
"o !ii02
24 co t.f.1 60. f
. t £& Co. 3













(0 r 0 60 ,
£,©, o
?
20. TM COOLER TV .<JST SYSTEM DATA SlIKET
D A T K
T I M I i
C I I A M U t R






















R E M A R K S
03-fci
O./ o/ 7
Lo .0 . -7 . f
to ,
04,00 0, 2_ , 3 . o
, 3 • 7
* 7
/Co.o <£o.
Cffra St. 3 . 00






62.3 . ft -« CO














APPENDIX 20. TM COOLER TV »«ST SYSTEM DATA SHEET
U A T K
TUIK
C I I A M U E K


























*/*'• ''' 7 60.8
(Boo 33 . -«• 5*^7 60.
3 Z » to' <r/.7






lifj^li f " to:?57. f 6*.$ 7T5.
11, S . (
olv?
OZOD
, 1,0 . ,3
. J , f,














































APPENDIX 20. TM COOLER TV 'iKST SYSTEM DATA SHEET Vs.
D A T E
fh/f/gv
C U A M b E H





















R E M A R K S
"2-lo zf.t, 23.2 22. B
7-2C&
c-i CHb<
. B . /
22-30 5-5:,? 57. / 5-77
37 J jr-c
51.0 58-1 $7.? 5V. 2 6 /. f
5-7. 7 rr./
6- . .5 /TV. 7
-r^.z. . 7. 6,0-
o o
y 67? 57. •tj O05
rr? O.3 /, C




f f A3 69 f
Oloo
- _L fftY'
-& 6 Q 7 .




? X t-. •»
APPENDIX 20. TM COOLER TV iBST SYSTEM DATA SHEET
D A T E

























R E M A R K S
r
V7.2. 60.
i Oo V7.3 6V .6 G/.Q
Iff O
. i . C, 1 .0
/. o . 4
V<ro / • /
V 2.0
£-30 6V.7
6ZJ . / <,</.$
too 567 5-7. / 60.?
12.1 5?. 57. Z tt.f I
730
'7I«
$(,•( Cl.l 57- Z 6 /./






56. 6ZJ 5-7.^- 49.S" HI
(»<*.? 6/.I
56- 2. & Z . I S1.L, $7. </ Ci.l
,0**- 57. V
St. 57V
64.9 & / . /
^f.-7.
60. 7
APPENDIX 20. TM COOLER TV lEST SYSTEM DATA SHEET
U A T t C
T I M E
3-Zff.ff l
C H A M B E R





















R E M A R K S
£3*0 zi * /o" 5?. 6 I-/
233^ 62. / Sf-C 5-7.3 11.1
- 1 t 7
. r 61,1






CJ1.I 5-7,3 C / .
0330 £*./
5-6 5" 7, 3 , 3




7 Jo 62.1 55.
55.7 O.7
ft, - . 2, f. 7







APPENDIX 20. TM COOLER TV itfST SYSTEM DATA SHEET
DATE
TIMli
C H A M B E R




































16 on . Z. . 7
. /
1.0 t' to 60.?
6/-JL
tf&L toz-i, Cl.2. 59-C So./ . Z.








 COOLER TV iEST
 SYSTEM DATA SHEET
UATK
IM
C H A M B E R























R E M A R K S
21/0 23
^ £.
















-193 ,T - JWI
•f - IU.7
og?g
6 (,60 7^-7 4-
. 3
07*0 -M/,1 •f-. l ~ 13V, 7
- /n. /. f 3.03
. 7 3. oo








































-I'M. - . 2- -3.3
-V, / . 3





-/«)/ . 1 2,8:5"
IH 7.1 - -/cro.J o 2, *<
t. - / *? / . -»-/. 3 -yoi . o
-2.V
HI. 7 -Z. V . 8-7
. f - r rv -3 -*».«* '«/, 3 -2.0 -/Ob. 2.87










APPENDIX 20. TH COOLEB TV *i£ST SYSTEM DATA SHEET p/l
DATE
TIME
C I I A M U K K























R E M A R K S
Tloo








0030 , i - 1 •M./ -/. f
0(30 1.1
OZc.o tl.l - j.o
Qtl'50
-/f y, <: V, 3 - J, /
OJoo ^ / . 3 /V , '3 .a ./
- / ? < / , 3 / ••/.
- J. A. -at,
(.I *-7 2. /• /v, 3 si
(..I €-7




. ^  7 - w
Q:IOQ
'orto





oloo - /22- .Y
t/V. ~ 7 -f 75".
- 7 //. ; 7
-1^4,0 1,1 -nt-o ?. / c, ^
A P l ' E N D I X 20. TM COOLBB-^ V-^-un-'-SYSTEM DATA SHEET p/1
DATE
T I M E
C I I A M U E K
























-?'?. /. Z . 2- S"
A; 2 . 7. / 7 -<2-




rZ. im. *JL —i Tl | -^—r(o.i /V. 3 -Z.
(,.3 £-7 /. 3 /y-3 J. 3.
-•2.8
-m-l '• -177.7
6-36- - 1 f3. •f-fS.S ^.?, 5
70V -7.06.-7 -192.3 -/7Z..&
-HI. I
1.3 £-7 4-1 1.
-10-1
-65". 3-27
1-16-L •f / f .3










APPENDIX 2J. TM COOLKR TV *EST SYSTEM DATA SHEET P/3
D A T E
T 1 M ?,
2<too
C 1 I A H B E H
































oioo JT- -3; •/ lo, JL
/ / ' / *. J, 70
J, 3 -37,1 / / • ? - */
9.7 Z-7. 3 - /a. 7 ti /3' ?, -j
i
- 2J.L , C 13,3 /7, 0 -f Ad ,-1
, / i.?
- /y. 3 _ _3 - 7 3
SI
















APPENDIX 20. TM COOLER TV TEST SYSTEM DATA SHEET
DATE
T I M K
C I I A M U K K























R E M A R K S
"88 2 -^
22.3 24.2 22. 21.3
. 8 6 ->. K 5-7. 5*
60. / 6A 3
. 7 6,0. '^ r, 7 (,7.0
65-- «/ (*/. 3 $,0.2.











-£-£-/. 3 63-0 si. 4
J2I&. 67.5 6/ . I til.1- -SiJl
67-3 6 (.a" 5TI.3
£7-3 S/-Z.
Vice .1 G7.3 C f . C 60, . 2
o.«/
6^.7 6/.J
S'-V- 6?. 3 6^./
A?l.°
p r ° g
OC3o
5V, C l . l
Co, £L




APPENDIX 20. TH COOLER TV TEST SYSTEM DATA SHEET
U A T K
T I M E
I 1 A M U E K






















R E M A R K S
^ . />
03*0
C ' X . O t ) /0
0, 3 10. / , jr
0336? t o . L (. /. 7
61 , y
. 5 U/ , 3 U . I . 33-7. /
. 5*
Oslo 6 i Li, 57.*-
£1. 1 (1.2- 7
0630
0/00
, -7 70- 4 1 /,', /
£1. 0 70'*-! n,

















3 IE- /t,,/ -3/V
APPENDIX 20. TH COOLER TV TEST SYSTEM DATA SHEET PlL
DATE
TiMK
C I I A M U E R






















R E M A R K S





te / 3. / J
, 730 A /?.«? f.
IfW
1*10








-/ fy , .0 /'if / 0.1 -/






* y / * .
It. / £ , o
- / / r
-trr.o
APPENDIX 20. TM COOLBB TV *i£ST SYSTEM DATA SHEET
D A T E
T I M U
C I I A M U E K


























01 ~ Ill- i. .
f / . f - A f -10 *). . 7
-A?
/
- / 9V/ 6 T I,'/ 4-30H - /o S~ 7 -/n, 3 / 2. O
-)?<{.
*/'* 1. 3 //,
-193,7 A/ ,7 -1,3 , 0
-hi,? -ht.r
-11.1.5- •f- / V~, I? I -7 ""22f*_ / -Q g; -//r r y /2. o
-ft 1.1 r/2,
• * < • '''
. -/,t ^ , 0
ii its - ft7. , 0
o Voo l/2. - /(,7. 7
7-7 IS. If -/ /2..0
£-1
--A-7.--
E-7 « 7 -//V. 6
2. /. s* - At
y - / 7^. S' S'O. O
/. 3 -/, , /.r
— //?• 3.




APPENDIX 20. TM COOLER TV TEST SYSTEM DATA SHEET
DATE
T J H K
H A M B E R


























2.UE-1 — 4 . 2 - J.
£- 7 -/• 7 -/'*.(* 3.
-. 0
/5T9
/73o . 7 AST -/ 7
-/.
-/<??. 6 -7^3 JLC,
6 £-7 -132.6 -!<*£< 2. • 9
H - ..r -/?£- /
-/.
ZLQO 3 /. -?.*>. 5
ffZ.C -/f v- /• r






































r. / . ^  c.
. 2.
- II 3 . -1. C
.
 2?
. 5 - ttv. <* 3- *- »- i-i
*-!> / 7 f ,
+ 1,1 - /^ >~' 7 nt.i
t /?, V
f-11,0 - ft f. y "I71, 3
07°*
— / 77, 3 . 2 C
1-1.1
2. & -7 -1&9.1- . \ •=» 'P.- T,•5 . <i -~> Si.
3. */ -2. y ~ / 20. 2-
01 -/fib. 3.2*
2.3 e- 7






_12JbL /.//-7 -/f /. /. 3 - A ? . fc.
Jl£±.
A /
-Sff. /. 1/-7 : 7

































1.S6-1 -lft.3 -2/7.6 +20.3 -1*7.7 VP7.2
U
-/f/. 3 . 7
-fl/.S1 7*0,6
i-IV.t)










/,! .-j /. b" - . 3
01 Ai£ -llo, /2V. S? -189.
02*0 /,<: — //<•/ . c 7
:0 -^4 i- /. t - V


































































'^-200 /.z- O J>







































R E M A R K S
o - / f 4rtC-
-ft/, 5? 15?
-2 - v,






- 2 V 7 6 -33.7
Jn O
- / 2 7.
- -2V7. /
-37. 7
-!&<?. -2V7. 3 -37.7 -1.7 - / 2 7.
II 00 - /zsr.2.











ArriHDii ao. TO cootaa TV TBBT SYSTEM DATA CHEST
DATE









































































- J P . 3
- /J?V. 3
, 3






































































































































































































































































































APPEHDIS 10. TK COOLER T7 TBST 873TSM DATA 8HEBT
•
PATE


















$ ' * ^  0
tf ,'•* f i





0 ( s - < - 0
CHAMBER












• *7 X ^^ ^^




























































































































POOR QtfAfefSSfrx 50. OUTCAS MODE DATA SHEET SC«£ P.
INTERM STAGE
TIHE COLD TLMY HOT TLMV
COLD STAGE
















! — -ST -.45" ,S2sy
- I . - / /










cs C o l d r




APPENDIX 30. TBMPKRATURK \TROLLABILITY DATA SilBBT
Tl (90K)_V^ 1_ T2 (85EC) BACKUP (105K) T3 (105K)

















C U R R E N T
REMARKS



























































737 .?. (?. 3 3.77
47
• ' 7, . 3
3,78
(TABLE CONTINUED) , ...j...
ft,
APPENDIX 30. TEMPERATURE CONTROL ILITY DATA SHEET (CONTINUED)
SKTVOINT: Tl (90K) ^  T2 (95K) BACKUP (105K) T3 (105K)










2 4 . 0





2 7 . 0










































, 1 'S C if
t "ito \





























« f 7 ? 7
ITU'}
. 4787
i t / y /

























































'» ft •?LjtS.. . .
3. 4- 3
*\ n
l . i l
li ^ "i
1 . tl
•3 . (. "±













































































j . y j\
j

























^?/ o "r^tl^^iS $Ur<lY2
^•i^T^^V" A»OCO /i;7}lir . StSoo
^Jcr o/>OiJ«iW\ T77~^C «/<;/^-i




/A^ . ^p c^®
$ V £ §*
A A .n**
^r ff jf) /^$j dr .t$ /£'
.-•-' iJr* W /
* * • _^vJ^ ' / 1 / ' Q ™^**Vr^\ ' ^/* w " o






































2 2 . 0
2 2 . 5
23.0
23.5























A P P E N D I X 30. TEMPERATURE CONTROLLA' 'LITY DATA SHEET ( C O N T I N U E D )


















1 4 v °>
1
 1$ ° I
. ¥ * > < > /
Cj *3 Q 1































































"5 y 9 0>
"J oy
7/i? ?





























































yV *> ^ /4" ^ A f /




"^'s^ f f.^f /
>4^L,1 M. ^«> /





( f'v,%^ <-l- k ffi~i-^v\
APPENDIX 30. TEMPEBATURE ITBOLLABILITY DATA SHEET
















































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX 20. TEMPERATURE CONTROL ILITY DATA SHEET (CONTINUED)
SETPOINT: Tl (90K) T2 (9SK) /V#^ BACKUP (105K) T3 (105K)
















2 7 . 0








ravr i • o
43/O.5


































































































































































































































\\ y\ /\ /\ /\ /
V
A
_/ \/ \/ >/r
-f
TLMY

















T> SQ XO 3»
"^?Sm
3w
JfHf. CaiJT Of* foA VoilS. tt&fK
&a»t> ^ 7
STABLE CONTTNUED)
APPENDIX 30. TEMPERATURE CONTROL ILITY DATA SHEET (CONTINUED)

















2 7 . 0











2 «* 2 . 0
3*>o 2.5




















































i1 L IL ^
.1ll (. i
. ^ '/ /, 1














. 9 V 4 0
f \*ti t
. ^ y t z
. • iy &^
«





• y} L ^
< 1*L '(
. qt-IL?




























































































































..PW/V/ - -«orr ^
/d"?.4/<
T.~l~ </-S - > •<-
s+t
t ^ + \ VJ-J*^
! < * . » *
,
(TABLE CONTINUED)
APPENDIX 30. TEMPERATURE CONTROLL>"L1TY DATA SHEET (CONTINUED)
SETl.xNT: Tl (90K) T2 (95K)_JF*__ BACKUP (105K)_l/__ T3 (105K)





















































D I O D E V
(CONTROL)









( M O N I T O R )
. yv/^/
, Wt tT











































































C U R R E N T




V- >r- Jri 7 ...
/ /
•f/s/ez. '^ TTrr* , ^ i











SETPOINT: Tl (90K) T2 (95K)
NTROLLABILITY DATA SHEET
BACKUP (105K) -S^ T3 (105K)
T I M E
4W6 O^lo^^i






































































































































































































































































C U R R E N T









(TABLE C O N T I N U E D ^ '
APPENDIX 30. TEMPERATURE CONTROL ILITY DATA SHEET (CONTINUED)
SETPOINT: Tl (90K) T2 (95K) BACKUP (105K) ^JJF T3 (105K)






2 2 . 0
2 2 . 5
23.0
23 .5






2 7 . 0









r V^^5 . 0
' Si£f> . 0















































O • ^5 ^ / V *^^
^) f^i jjij tj
<Ji 9*/V^S"H- vw^
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Band 5 +19 V
Band 5 +15 V
Band 5 -15 V
Band 7 +19 V
Band 7 +15 V
Band 7 -15 V
Band 6 +15 V




















I/ Current in conductors with full power-to CFPA/preamps. Deviations from nominal values
shown are allowable per the discretion of the CFPA REA,
Band 6 output characteristics shall be verified according to procedures delineated by the
CFPA REA prior to punpdown/cooldown, acceptable room temperature output of Baud 6
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Band 5 +19 V.
Band 5 +15 V
Band 5 -IS V
Band 7 +19 V
Band 7 +15 V
Band 7 -15 V
Band 6 +15 V


















I/ Current in conductors with full power -to CFPA/preasps. Deviations from nominal values
shown ore allowable per the discretion of the CPPA RSAr
•
Band 6 output characteristics shall be verified according to procedures delineated by the
CFPA REA prior to putapdown/cooldown, acceptable room temperature output of Band 6
channels to be indicated by CFPA REA signature below.
CFPA RElT^ T^^ / >*/2/0*-~ "•'> 3 §
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SHEET 1 OF 3
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POST AMP GAIN= FEE
APERTURE TO FILTER = NO
DETECTOR AREA = . BA
H<T3 ' ... API
BLACKBOOY TO X= / SCC
BLACKBODY TEMPERAT^5 /i / Q"'











































)PE GAIN= . / ,£r\
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1 SIGNAL/NOISE
CFPA SERNO 2-o \
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BAND 7 PREAMP SERNO ^ 1 DATE: 4 - 1 1- 8 2LL '
-2-0 t
VOLTs^ °K


















































GAIN = ' FEE
I TO FILTER = NOI
AR£A= ' BAfv
' .^ APE
>Y TO X» f ' SCO
)Y TEMPERATURE = /^ '
 v- QA t
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i . ' ' TEST SHEET 12
| CfflGiNAL PAGE IS • SHEET 2 OF 3
- 'SIGNAL/NOISE OF POOR QUALITY '•
. i
CF PA SERNO Z.0 / BAND 6 PREAMP SERNO /O 1 DATE: <0V- &S--fL-
BAND 6 POST AMP SERNO 2U» / .
Tl READING . f7? VOLTS=" °K • TEST ENGINEER








2 a? " .<
3 y&
•4 ^4
'^- POST AMP GAIN =
APERTURE TO FILTER =
• DETECTOR AREA=
Hf" =
BLACKBODY TO X =
BLACKBODY TEMPERATURE'
Multt.^  -- rffc,
JT POST AMP OUTPUT CALCULATIONS
BROAD . BROAD MAX .. MIN
BAND SIGNAL NOISE BAND <33x!Q"r>3200.VAV
NOISE )*o \^J&«, NOISE NEPX RX
j9fl/&& Jev**^* ./(fOV&tu
lev I/ 7V& • •%%S'\/
i*£\/ 73S . ./<*&/
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A 11323 16192
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CFPA SERNO BAND 6 FREAMP SERNO_
BAND 6 POST AMP SERNO
Tl READING .? 7 fc /^VOLTS'' ff 3. 7 "K










































SERNO CAL DUE DATE
Q A E M C I N K E R
f SlitA CODC »OtHl NO11323SC*ll
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x'-st Erginser (T &&*' a^^a ,^,.^ .^  Sate &*¥"'&>&**'/"%„
Design Engine er MML 1^£$JJU& \^ -^ Date
Q. A. Engineer ^^v^c^/yV ^ / U§27D


























• OF POOR QUALITY • ' &Mttl * U>" "*
'SIGNAL/NOISE
* • i
CFPA SERNO 2-0) BAND






















POST AMP GAIN =




























S PREAMP SERNO / * / DATE: ^ Y-^9^^
->/
°K • TEST ENGINEER
°K ^?. y^^^u^
/ c-s. far\
POST AMP OUTPUT CALCULATIONS
.0 . BROAD fv'.AX ... MIN
D SIGNAL NOISE BAND 1.93xlCf. 1320QWW
»E ^Wst** /e*»Vfil* NOISE NEPX RX
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A 11323 16192
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^— >^ ^^^ ^^^Test ^Eine-r C . ^  • ^ s*^4^^^^ Sate o^-^y— ^^».
Be?iCT Snsineer ^L(2^^ * Date A^,C 4 1^2.Tjs^ " '
Q. A. Engineer /!&* ~3 .^ ,/J/-j>^/ Date 5^— f^- ^ v--~
^^ / £i\lfc/
See Shs-t iTor^ ®'
symbol definitions






























BAND 5 POST AMP
Tl READING ,^(!
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0? POOR QUALITY A











_ SAND 7 PREAMP SERNO.
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POST AMP GAIN =









APERTURE DIAMETER* ,.// ^
SCOPE GAIN= ' .
DESIGN ENGINEER /IM .^ A )/^ $pMr* t^ff(
r «^
t^ v f^^ i^ . ~*&-








SHEET , OF 3.
CF PA SERNO BAND 5 PREAMP SERNO 1 DATE:
BAND 5 POST AMP SERNO
Tl READING VOLTS=.


































































POST AMP GAIN =



















• iv SHUT '
SIGNAL/NOISE
CFPA SERNO
- TEST SHEET 12
' SHEET I OF 3 .
ORIGINAL PAGE \S '_ ,_
OF POOR QUALITY J
BAND 5 PREAMP SERNO DATE:
BAND 5 POST AMP 'SERNO
Tl READING " ' VQLTS=
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POST AMP GAIN =























CF-PA SERNO 2- <» / BAND 7 PREAMP SERNO.




Tl READING , 96* 3 VOLTS=
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BAND 7 PREAMP SERNO ^-° ' DATE: 4 -?-•**-
^J/
— VOLTS= ^<^ °K






















































POST AMP GAIN =
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STR SO F 010
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
POOR QUALITY ?ACE ] Of _
I * -
i..
j . S P E C I A L T E S T S Z O U i S T
i
I &• nTLE POST THERMAL VAC REPEAT OF PORTION THEREOF ORIGINATOR 0. KUYPER
INSTRUCT/MODEL ™ Fl RAD COOLER ^JQR 7557 ^ 55 ACCEPTANCE
I APPLICABLE DOC. 16138 APPROX. TEST TIME * DAyS
t
FCRPCEI OF TIST: REPEAT PERFORMANCE TESTS OF BANDS 5. 6 AND 7 DETECTORS. (REF. FR S8117)
VERIFICATION OF PRIMARY TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER 105K AND 95K SETPQINTS.
TEST COMTIGT-TUTION: AS DESCRIBED ON AHR 51200. PART III. SUPPLEMENT NO. 4.
ST PROCEDURE: AS DESCRIBED ON AHR 51200. PART III. SUPPLEMENT NO. 4.
~
DATE:
/^ ( /sr-SYST. EOT. MANAGER V.//^»>'^~r A 1?V (^ DATE: (^ ' lA f&~2-
£^?*-// ~lf'/?.'&*' /-' '/ / THJ^SATIC >!A?
PROD. ASSUR. MANAGER X^ DATE: 7 />•/ /f^—~~ PF & Fl ONLY
CDSE CCNTIN-XUTION SHEETS IF REQUIRES)
Dace: 7 August 1979 Page 3 of 3
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ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD SUPPLEMENT
sfRiAi OR ioi mjM8ia JDSAWIHG MX
003 j 51200
COOLER ASSEMBLY, RADIATIVE
PURPOSE Of SUPPLEMENT - INCORPORATES NEW ASSY DWG
HEVISION H OR EOslIfc REWORK LI. OTHER g). EXPLAIM
TO PROCESS SPECIAL TEST REQUEST NO. F 010













DMDIMC a* souaci con
m vision £ 22-31
Dfso |»./- .pfn/^ ,1tfn











CAUTION: THIS ASSEMBLY IS fTATIC SENSITIVE; PLEASE REF.
DRAWING NOTE 24.
'
QUALITY ASSURANCE SURVEILLANCE SHALL BE PERFORMED DURING
TEST. NOTIFY Q.A. AND AFQA PRIOR TO STARTING TESTS.
THIS SUPPLEMENT AHR IS TO BE PERFORMED AFTER OPERATION
38017 OF SUPPLEMENT 51200, AHR NO. 3,. PART III, DATED
,20 APRIL 1982.
i
tt»wry £«vMLu™(*r t±^^*z^) j^*vxj^  /***
rt
SHEO » Of 12
SUPPllMENI NO 4 10 PA
AIIR DAHD 25 MARCH 82
SUPPLEMENT RELEASE
T)A1E 21 APC Ql-
NOU 10 PROOUCIION -
UPON RICEIP1. !N1(R SUPPUM£NI
NO. AHO f)£C(IPI OAK ON FRUNI






















I ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET








THE PARAGRAPH CALLOUTS IN THIS DOCUMENT REFER TO SPEC 16188,
REV V, , UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
NOTE: THE RADIATIVE COOLER MUST BE PREPARED FOR TESTING IN
AN ULTRA-CLEAN, WHITE-GLOVE AREA UNDER A
THE AREA DESIGNATION IS YELLOW. INSPECT
A
LAMINAR FLOW BENCH.
, CLEAN AND HANDLE
PER SPEC 16174, REV ^  .
.
CAUTION: USE OF THREE PAIRS OF GLOVES IS PREFERRED FOR
ASSEMBLY/HANDLING. THE FIRST PAIR SHOULD BE COTTON; THE SEC-
OND SHOULD BE POLYETHYLENE; AND THE THIRD SHOULD BE NYLGH
A
PER SPEC 16174, REV $t . SINGLE-GLOV E HANDLING IS ACCEP-
TABLE WHEN THE SURFACES BEING TOUCHED ARE NOT THERMALLY
CRITICAL.
! 1
SHEET 2 OF 1*'
CONTINUATION OF:
AHR DATED
AKR- SUPPLEMENT NO. 4
PERFORMEO BY










is&Jc 1 ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET SHEET 3 OF L.
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME













INSTALL INSTRUMENTATION TEST LEADS TO COLD STAGE, INTERMED-
IATE STAGE RADIATORS AND AMBIENT STAGE TO MONITOR STAGE-TO-
STAGE ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE PER PARA 4.3.2 AND REA DIRECTION.
DOUBLE BAG THE COOLER/PREAMP ASSEMBLY AND TRANSPORT TO THE
CHAMBER PER PARA 4.2.5.1.f.
INSTALL THE COOLER/PREAMP/MOUNTING PLATFORM IN THE SBS PER






























jv..v v.. •'- ; j **•
\ SBk.J j ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD Ci/rfTiNUATION SF
1 (
iEET I SHEET 4 OF
 12
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NA/tt£
















MATE INTERNAL TEST CABLING PER 77682, REV fl , AND PARA
4.2.5.2.
PERFORM FINAL ELECTRICAL CHECKOUT AT THE BULKHEAD EXTERNAL
PINS PER PARA 4.2.5.4. LOG DATA PER APPCNDIX 10, AND ATTACH
COPIES OF DATA SHEETS TO THIS AHR. SPEC 16188. REV ^5 .
«
Q.A. WITNESS ABOVE ELECTRICAL CHECKOUT.
TEMPORARILY CLOSE CHAMBER PER PARA 4.2.5.4.
CONTINUATION OF:
AHR DATtO






























[ SnL.C.i ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD UrJTINUATION SI-iEET SHEET 5 Of l'c '
PARI NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME

















CONNECT EXTERNAL CABLING PER PARA 4.2.5.5. *
t
VERIFY FINAL FUNCTIONAL INTEGRITY OF THE TEST SET UP PER /
PARA 4.2.5.6. (REA, ELECTRICAL, Q.A. AND SYSTEMS TEST ENG-
INEERS).
*
CLOSE CHAMBER AND INITIATE PUNPDOWN PER PARA 4. 2. 7. a. '
ELEVATE TEST ARTICLES AND SBS TO 45°C BAKEOUT TEMPERATURE.
VACUUM BAKE FOR 48 HOURS OR UNTIL CHAMBER PRESSURE REACHES
A VALUE < 2 X 10"5 TORR.
CONTINUATION OF:
AHR DATED

































|^be { W •! ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET SHEET



















VERIFY BAKEOUT WITH CHAMBER PRESSURE NO GREATER THAN 2 X 10"5
mm Hg PRIOR TO PROCEEDING.
INITIATE COOLDOWN OF SBS AND COOLER PER PARA 4. 2. 8. a THROUGH
h.
VERIFY INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR PRIMARY TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER
CHECKOUT PER PARA 4.3.1.1. .$££ App.to Jkr. 14 z-
3og.WjL = IO-5>.$S*k
Cotn 3"m6£ PAT *H uii^ i" H£MM.£.fi£«r
CONTINUATION OF:
AHR DATED
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I ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET SHEET 7 OF u ;

















WHEN THE COLD STAGE TEMPERATURE FALLS BELOW 105K, VERIFY
PRIMARY CONTROLLER SET POINT AND OPERATION AT 105K PER PARA
4.3.1.3. RECORD DATA IN APPENDIX 60.
StAHT-cf/ TO 3/iocc.p f/ZE&iMT^r-) fo»m*Lt.£e.
S?AS£> £>£'&(:o&.'f) ^^" Srt?p$ &£ &%%9 <^ 3 /__ z.*
&E"cojS.r) £>/?7'/9 //t/ /^/^/Q i^/^tX'C ^>o .
WITH THE PRIMARY CONTROLLER OPERATING AT 105K - IK, COLLECT
BAND 6 RESPONSIVITY AND NEP DATA PER 161S2. RECORD DATA ON
TEST DATA SHEET 12, SHEET 2 OF 16192.
\














































f^np^M^V..^ ,7 :^ -n;.^ -^l-,it'f^ '^,..- ^;-_rjf^.. AiV,^ l
isir^c r^, ^ a / )I ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET SHEET8 OF i '
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME












WITH THE PRIMARY CONTROLLER OPERATING AT 105 - IK, MEASURE
THE WIDEBAND NOISE, DC OFFSET AND SIGNAL ON ALL CHANNELS OF
BANDS 5 AND 7 PER 16192 AND E.0.4136A. RECORD WIDEBAND NOISE
AND SIGNAL DATA ON TEST DATA SHEET 12, SHEETS 1 AND 3 OF
16192. RECORD OFFSET ON TEST DATA SHEET 15 OF 16192.
Q.A . REVIEW ABOVE TEST DATA.
TURN OFF PRIMARY CONTROLLER AND ALLOW THE COLD STAGE TEMPER-
ATURE TO FALL BELOW 95K. VERIFY PRIMARY CONTROLLER SET POINT
AND OPERATION AT 95K. RECORD DATA IN APPENDIX 60.
NOTE: THE USE OF LIQUID NEON TO ACHIEVE 95K IS OPTIONAL.
CONTINUATION OF:
AHR DATED
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iSlt.JC 1 ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET SHEET 9 OF ^
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME













WITH THE PRIMARY CONTROLLER OPERATING AT 95K - IK, MEASURE
WIDEBAND NOISE, PC OFFSET AfID SIGNAL ON ALL CHANNELS OF BANDS
5 AND 7 PER 16192 AND E.0.4136A. RECORD WIDEBAND NOISE AND
SIGNAL DATA ON TEST DATA SHEET 12, SHEETS 1 AND 3 OF 16192.
RECORD OFFSET ON TEST DATA SHFET 15 OF 16192. y %7o$\*
(Vk - -0a»«0- /./££&*] 4 (-.jo?m^ • JS.QK
U5/M6 C.FPA T£Mfi Mtf/Wf &9% P/d ?&&%&
•
Q.A. 'REVIEW ABOVE TEST DATA.
TURN OFF PRIMARY CONTROL! ER. VERIFY THAT THE COOLER COLD
STAGE AND INTERMEDIATE STAGE PRT SENSORS AND HEATERS ARE






























en nir.r* r\ro 77















SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
003 COOLER ASSEMBLY, RADIATIVE
INSTRUCT! IONS
ENABLE BOTH OUTGAS CONTROLLERS SIMULTANEOUSLY. WARM UP BOTH
STAGES OF THE COOLER UNTIL THE COLD STAGE AND INTERMEDIATE
STAG: PRT'S INDICATE STABILITY HAS BEEN ACHIEVED AT ;HE
NOMINAL 20°C SET POINT.
TERMINATE TESTING PER THE INSTRUCTIONS OF PARA 4.13, TAKING
CARE TO KEEP THE COOLER STAGES UARMEP. THAN THE SBS DURING
MARKUP .
ATTACH COPIES OF ALL DATA SHEETS TO THIS AHR.
CONTINUATION OF:
AHR DATED























fcS.B-.'C. ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD WjTINUAT ION SHEET
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME


















Q.A. ENGINEER REVIEW DATA SHEETS TO ENSURE THE REQUIREMENTS
OF THI'j AHR AND SPEC 16188. REVJ? . HAVE BEEN MET WHERE
APPLICABLE.
"
OPEN CHAMBER AND REMOVE TEST CABLES FROM TEST ARTICLES. RE-
MOVE COOLER/PREAMP FROM CHAMBER.
&tMoue 8L/vrc£3fc»/ e&tcKgT- F*Ld*t coo^fi.
/15SX- ^^o t^ ?£>iSAsri use. Pt^ r^ GsZstl . '-^ffijfyz,
TRANSPORT COOLER/PREAMP TO FLOW BENCH. COOLER MUST BE DOUBLE
BAGGED IF NOT IN CLEAN AREA.
REMOTE Maojr,*4* pcArr0*^ FOO^V rooccfl- >vs&y.
' 9 *
INSl^ M. P(.Exi-&CAS^ ^o^ET/Z- »•>» 5Hl£«-O 'ttH po« B^<M fCST^
REMOVE INSTRUMENTATION TEST LEADS INSTALLED TO THE COLO AND
INTERMEDIATE STAGE RADIATORS PER PARA 4.3.2, RETORQUE SCREWS
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iSlL:C ASSEMBLY HISTORY RFCORD LiJMTINUATIftN S»-1EET SHEET I2of i/
PART NUMBER. SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME












Q.A. WITNESS TORQUE ABOVE.
Q.A. REVIEW THIS AHR AND ORIGINAL AHR 51200, S/N 003, PART



































SERIAL OS tOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
INSTRUCTIONS. COMMENTS, TEST DATA, ETC,























ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD WORK SHEET
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SB Q295B DEC 77
OPERATOR
OS INSP DATE
1SHEET 7 Of_ On
PART OF:
AHR DATED

















SERIAL OR LOT KUfASER ASSEMBLY KAftE /?/}j>.











AHR SUPPLEMENT NO. T
DISPOSITION
VI.







ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD WORK SHEET SHEET . OF





NO. INSTRUCTIONS. COMMENTS. TEST DATA. ETC.
OPERATOR










TP 20 t y.l
















ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD WORK SHEET
SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEftlSLY NAME






















ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD WORK SHEET , f=l
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SB 0295B DEC 77 1
ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD WORK SHEET
 > TM SHEET OF








NO. INSTRUCTIONS, CO/VWEWTS. TEST DATA. ETC. OR IN5P DATE DISPOSITION
*u of-
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& $ltx?-'^ — **
Conductor
Description
Band 5 +19 V
Band 5 +15 V
Band 5 -IS V
Bend 7 +19 V
Band 7 +15 -V
Band ,7 -15 V.
&and 6 +15 V














JL/ Current in conductors with full power -to CFPA/preamps. Deviation
shown aro allowable per the discretion of the CFPA REA,
Band 6 output characterioticQ shall bo verified according to prccedu
CFPA REA prior to puppdown/so«3,de>wn 6 acc$pCa%J.e roou (ampccaturo out
channels Co b@ indicated by ClPA REA eian&i^/e below.
• CPPA HEA lM/\
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s f rom nominal values
res delineated by the
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083 V3.3 17.3 V5.6
43-3 47,4 Wur
0930 42,8 41.0 . X ., -& Bom
00 OO
-174.5
1030 . 5 35.5"
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iAPPENDIX 20. TM COOLBB TV \ - YSTEH DATA SHEET o
DATE
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Woo
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BAND 5 POST AMP
Tl READING • ?&
SERNO f^
•ORIGINAL PAGE JS
OF POOR QUALITY •
*
BAND 5 PREAMP SERNO
^T te*? MQT
&<^ VOLTS» fi* °K
"0 ;
TEST SHEET 12
SHEET 1 OF 3 .
•
2ST
^ol DATE: A^JL ^tf?s.
/
TEST ENGINEER





































































































POST AMP GAIN = ' FEEDBACK RES1STOR=
APERTURE TO FILTER* NOISE CORRECTION FACTOR
DETECTOR AREA= . BANDWIDTH =
-!0~ « '. APERTURE DIAMETER'
3LACKBODY TO X = /. SCOPE GAIN =
3LACKRODY TEMPERATURE » * '/ " Q.A. ENGINEER . \ . /"r\ . .






*y f . j £^^^^
^COOf IDINf NO HUM8EI
11323 16192
*|V " SMUT .•'• .
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
 TEST SHEET 12
OF POOR QUALITY .-SHEET 2 OF 3
,O ".SIGNAL/NOISE
v • . •
CFPA SERNO "2-&\ BAND
BAND 6 POST AMP SERNO ^
Tl READING • ? 6>&4% VOLTS='
T2 READING , 36770 VOLTS= '
BAND 6 • IG&U,
PREAMP OUTPUT
CHANNFA. * BRO£unA
 -SIGNAL NOISE BAN
<T tf NOISi 5i5S \ / .£2
2 /&,£W \/ ,e^
3 •2L4,0s»l/ X .£S
'
4
 l£t*i/ /*/&» .^6
'v^ ' POST AMP GAIN =
APERTURE TO FILTER =
• DETECTOR AREA=
Ho =



























M . £ . Jufatl38Al . 3£
//^// ' . S««// i^V





^ 40 £ t* i/
v/ 3® n»t/




V -wr/A ^//^\ .41 • .
PREAMP GAIN =
-' NOISE- CORRECTION FACTOR
BANDWIDTH = . • - -
APERTURE DIAMETER"
. SCOPE GAIN= -
.







* * * ~
-
.
• QA ENGINEER > -, %
/%>*£. +*-iits' 'j, ^e. .»»_/ ^ *™B«*i^
-^ r^ ** J^c-~ns °d'^'2</'%/
U
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BAND 7 PREAMP SERNO
TEST SHEET 12
SHEET 3 OF 3
DATE :
BAND? POST AMP SERNO A&5T
TJ READING »9&64£ VOLTS=





POST AMP GAIN =











































































































4. (J/\/D&£ F& f ^
rf-tf/Qc^ **> 57?9.4zJ>
•
BAND 5 PREAMP SERNO
)^ST- AMtt M«
>i" VOLTS= IT «K
T-USi




•^ ^T OATEt >^ .^>t I^ T H**
S5











































































POST AMP GAIN = " FEEDBACK R
APERTURE TO FILTER' NOISE CORR
3ETECTOR AREA* . ' BANDWIDTH'
*~ = • I _ APERTURE C
3LACKBODY TO X= .j "" SCOPE GAIN
3LACKBODY TEMPERATURE* /} I '-* Q-*- ENCINEI
JESIGN ENGINEER rl^ iLl >^&s«^v—
//& ^~~
nut ^"


















ECTiON FACTOR ,RJG(NAL pAQE ^
MAWETER= °F P°°R QUAUTY
5 i • '*"
\w s.1
SIZE CODE IDtNT MO 1 wu-»OIB
A 11323 16192
iCAU
I , **••*. ?•• •««•«•• (»-"| «"^VI^«I-»O»T CkS»«mi«» t»io ^^
•
 f







5P94^ ) - -SHEET 2 OF 3
BAND 6 POST AMP SERNO PO<7
Tl READING -9fr< ^ VOLTS*'
BAND 6 PREAMP SERNO_
NOT
DATE:































































SHEET OF 3 .
L SIGNAL/NOISE
CFPA SERNO BAND)£ PREAMP SERNO
/
DATE: AfltlL.
BAND $ POST AMP
Tl READING '• f*
SERNO &&ST £&Ap f$QT (J5e}>
6i" VOLTS= $S~ °K




















" • • .?Vf*Pj^ . _ffCd**^vS»
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I N I T I A L C O N D I T I O N S
From To Measured
J2 Pin J2 Pin Res is tance Descr ip t ion
No. No. (Ohms) i
25 26 Compensation Loop |
29 30 i
29 31 Cold Stage FT.T ,
31 32
33 34 . !
._. . . ... i _______







 - - - Contr-ollerr Controller
CFPA Con t ro l Diode, Volts «f£??<?
CFPA M o n i t o r Diode, Volts <,^&&4f0
CFPA Con t ro l Tlmy, Volts . ± 2.6|7 V/^>C»
CFPA Moni to r Tlmy, Vol ts ^ 2., &E-t" V-^C.
CS Cold T lmy , V a l t s Not applicable
CS Hot T lmy, Vol ts i Not appl icable
CS PRT (4-wire) i j &?&*t «*&• -B& <
Res is tance , Ohms i '. 4 <~ ^S &**
C.&. (Jfi fi©^TA^t-t»^^ AlflT fll*L^~d*$tf(''*9A/s "^
«.«.«.m nnr>r rrj Slit cooe 'OlNt MOD NUM»(« /ORIGINAL PAGc lo noO"5 16188
OF POOR QUALITY A 11323 16188
sc*tt |*ev p. s»ttT <J2
-,-...<:..-,». en -• .«»- ^





























; i Ii ii
4 1 ;
V
j fee.. opee*^ T.&SZ. '• rSS
"""* A P P E N D I X 60. TEMPERAHJRE CONTROLLER OPERATION VERIFICATION
INITIAL CONDITIONS
From To | Measured
J2 Pin J2 Pin Resistance
No. No. ! (Ohms)
25 26 29. //3 Co
29 30 i /f . //£
29 31 Of£W • Co
31 32 &P&O ^ ^*
' 3 3 3 4 I 2.^ ,7^?*
33 35 j £ 2<$. £3 \ In
* 1





CFPA Contro l Diode, Volts
CFPA Monitor Diode, Volts
CFPA Control Tlray, Volts
; CFPA Moni tor Tlmy, Volts
' CS Cold Tlmy, Volts
CS Hot Tiny, Volts
CS PRT (4-wire) : «_ .«





""° •—•'--' -«"- A
Descr ipt ion j
mpensat ion Loop |
I
Id Stage PRT i
' \






^ (pjL^^s £5R IT cr& Jr
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,£?fo







































' flJBSWAL PAGE is -SHEET ' °F 3
Op POfiD r»
BAND 5 PREAMP SERNO 3.* f QKTE-0 *'&.¥'&/
•S. 0 /

























































































GAIN i ^Ctfa/Tia. ca^p FEED
I TO FILTER' fe*Sp' @^ NOIS!
{ AREA= -rh»A«« BAN0|»Jg£HO . .nr-o
EiScT ^* C • APcH
)Y TO X= / SCOP




















i CORRECT ION FACTOR
WIDTH*
TURE DIAMETER'E GA|N=
 -o /s J s JA




Hit COOt lOIMf MO NU«a<*
A 11323 16192





CFPA SERNO 2-<»l BAND 6 PREAMP SERNO /o t DATE: tf^-* </-<?£.
BAND 6 POST AMP SERNO 2e> /
Tl READING . 9VJO VOLTS* l^feC.VK
"
• TEST ENGINEER










3 /t . «y o
. /©^wi' &
•4 /«-»U/ >
POST AMP GAIN =




















' NOISE CORRECTION FACTOR
BANDWIDTH = . •
APERTURE DIAMETER'
. SCOPE GA1N= ' ' • • ' " : -
BLACK80DY TEMPERATURE* • •




















'. « «•„«. ^ ?^ :^,i '-ad
2T ' \'
iiia coot IOIMT MO NUMSEB
A 11323 16192































~ CFPA SERNO 2^>/
BAND 7 POST AMP
Tl READING • *'
SERNO
• *
• ' TEST SHEET 12
ORIGINAL PAGE IS SHEET 3 OF 3
OF POOR QUALITY
• • *
BAND 7 PREAMP SERNO %> &/ DATE:^**^**^*--
•S.OJ





















































































POST AMP GAIN =• "74WS2SrAMcS5CIVtf FEEDBACK RESISTOR'
APERTURE TO FILTER' -^ NOISE CORRECTION FACTOR
DETECTOR AREA* BANDWIDTH =
Hj°= / APERTURE DIAf,JCTER =
BLACK90DY TO V=
 y . / "• SCOPE GAIN=£^
BLACKBCOY T£;-:?-?j^f f y^ / \ OA t::cisui:K ^^J //A^V


















CFPA Control Diode, Volts
CFPA Monitor Diode, Volts
CFPA Control Tlmy, Volts
CFPA Monitor Tlmy, Volts
CS Cold Tlmy, Volts






























































• ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY '
• .
BAND 5 PREAMP SERNO *•'
TEST SHEET 12
SHEET I OF 3 .
DATE*
BANDS POST AMP SERNO
Tl READING .94699 VOLTS=

























































POST AMP GAIN =




























' ORIGINAL PAGE IS •
OF POOR QUALITY -.
:i
TEST SHEET 12
-SHEET 2 OF 3
le-ttj-i tf.
BAND .6 PREAMP SERNO DATE: ^-2^-
BAND 6 POST AMP SERNO I * \

























C POST AMP GAIN =















BANDWIDTH =. •' -
APERTURE DIAMETER'-
SCOPS GAIN*
SCRNO CAL DUE DATE





• OF POOR QUALITY
'SIGNAL/NOISE
CFPA SERNO. BAND 6 PREAMP SERNO.
BAND 6 POST AMP SERNO 1° f
Tl' READING . 9<££<f VOLTS='
T2 READING . ?<&££7 VOLTS-
TEST SHEET 12























































POST AMP GAIN =


















BAND 7 PREAMP SERNO
BAND 7 POST AMP SERNO t%)£T &**& N.OT
Tl READING . 9^608^ VOLTS'. °K
T2 READING .9*UW- VOLTS' °K
• ^Mlt |fc| /^ ^>*i A C^ •«^
* I *™*f ** *^ <v-j« ^^ />S^1 ftfi&** Wl^
























































SCOPE GAIN' • ...
Vb i























S P Z C I A L 7 E S T . R E . Q_P._E_.S T
ORlGIHiXOR D. KuyperTTTLE Post Thermal Vac Bench Cooler Test
INSTRUMENT/MODEL TH FT Rad Cooler MAJOR TEST PHASE Acceptance
16192APPLICABLE DOC. APPROX. TEST TIKE
PURPOSE OF T2ST: Verify CFPA Performance after Thermal Varutr (Kef. FR S R T T 7
TEST CONFIGURATION: As described on AHR 51200 Part I I I , Supplement No. 3,







(USE CONTINUATION SHEETS IF
Dace: 7 August 1979
THEMATIC MA??
PF & Ft Ot?LY











FOR ADDITIONAL(Ref. FR SB
/' *\
-^ ,
ASSEMBLY WSTORY 'RECORD SUPPLEMENT
srniAi at ioi NUMora joa/wittc IM ca«ai*ic i a* touect coa
003 L 51200 ""<"" E 22-31
_,, __ w IMG ^PWWM
, RADIATIVE VHICMU l£>'^  /-?
:MT - IM^ORPOIIATF^ WfVJ A'SL^V BWh I0* ^.r^T*/^"" V
), REWORK Q: OTHER CD. EXPLAIN: rpvy r^wnr
mTc^T Dtrnnr^T wn r nnn i! ...^ ?./2r^ * -^T/~'Itol KLtjULol HU. I -UUU mtaB /














CAUTION: THIS ASSEMBLY IS STATIC SENSITIVE; PLEASE
REF. DRAWING NOTE 24.
QUALITY ASSURANCE SURVEILLANCE SHALL BE PERFORMED D'JR-
ING TEST. NOTIFY Q.A. AND AFQA PRIOR TO STARTING TEST.
THIS SUPpLEMENj AHR IS TO BE PERFORMFQ AT pPFRATfnN
38000 OF AHR 51200, S/N 003, PART III, DATED 25 MARCH
1982.
THIS SUPPLEMENT AHR SUPERSEDES OPERATION 38000 OF THE
ORIGINAL AHR 51200, S/N 003, PART HI, DATED 25 MARCH
1982.
SMEH 1 Of Q "
SUPPLEMENT NO. 3 TO p^
Aim DAHD 25 March 1982
-SUPPlEIViENT RREASE
DATE -20 APR. G2.
NOiE TO PRODUCT tOH -
UPON RK£I PI. INTER SUPPLEMENT
NO. AKQ RECEIPT OAU ON FSONI















SB 029!>C JAN 81
I- •
?
isiL.'c ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET SHEH 2 OF ^
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME





NOTE: THE RADIATIVE COOLER KUST BE PREPARED FOR TESTING IN
AN ULTRA-CLEAN, WHITE-GLOVE AREA UNDER A LAMINAR FLOW BENCH.
THE AREA DESIGNATION IS YELLOW. INSPECT. CLEAN AND HANDLE
PER SPEC 16174, REV fl ,
«
CAUTION: USE OF THREE PAIRS OF GLOVES IS PREFERRED FOR
ASSEMBLY/HANDLING. THE FIRST PAIR SHOULD BE COTTON; THE
SECOND SHOULD BE POLYETHYLENE; AND THE THIRD SHOULD BE NYLON
PER SPEC 16174. REV /? . SIWGLE-GLOVE HANDLING IS ACCEP-













l § H •?.'C ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD 'wNTSNUATtON S^
' " / \
iEET SHEET 3 OF ' o '
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME










PREPARE FOR BENCH COOLER OPERATION AND CFPA ELECTRICAL TEST
AS FOLLOWS:
SET-UP THE RADIATIVE COOLER/PREAMP MODULE ASSEMBLY IN A CLASS
10,000 ENVIRONMENT WITH ITS OPTICAL AXIS APPROXIMATELY HORI-
ZONTAL. CONNECT CFPA TEMPERATURE READOUT AND BREAKOUT BOX
TO W3P4 (COOLER HEATER/SENSOR CABLE CONNECTOR).
•
NOTE; DIODE TEMPERATURE CALIBRATION MAY BE FOUND ON AHR
50956.






















| SiiL.C 1 ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD UlTINUATION Sh1EET SHEET 4 OF „--
PART NUMBER SERIAL OS LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME














INSTALL THE BENCH TEST COOLER (BTC) IN THE RADIATIVE COOLER -
iiffif a -*
PER 16191, PARR 3.4.2.
Q.A. INSPECT ABOVE OPERATION.
• '
OPERATE THE BTC PER 16191 ffKhf 3. 4. 3. a, REGULATING BACK
PRESSURE TO OBTAIN 95K CFPA TEMPERATURE.
Q.A. WITNESS THE ABOVE TEST.
CONTINUATION OF:
AHR DATED









































1 s JL . c ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD \, JjTINUATION SHEET SHEETS OF L
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME















CONDUCT THE BLACKBODY ACCEPTANCE (CFPA TEMPERATUREO5K) BANDS
5. 6 AND 7. TEST PER 16192ffARA ff] S^AKD PARA 4.19. RECORD
DATA ON 16192, TEST SHEET 12, SHEETS 1, 2 AND 3, AND ATTACH
TO THIS AHR.
Q.A. WITNESS THE ABOVE TEST.
r^ cr
CFPA REA TO REVIEW TEST DATA FROM OPERATIONS ABOVE; TEST
SHEET 12, SHEETS 1 , 2 & 3 OF SPEC 16192, REV F tea&^ntfa
PROJECT QUALITY ENGINEER TO REVIEW TEST DATA.
CONTINUATION OF:
AHR DATED

























co none* oro it
ri
I'Sb.JC 1 ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET SHEET 6 OF ' .J
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME










SHUT DOWN BENCH TEST COOLER (BTC) PER 16191, REV__/j__. PARA
3.4.5'a.
DISCONNECT BTC VACUUM LINE, REMOVE CONNECTING MANIFOLD, RE-
ff/Ti/ ft
MOVE VACUUM SHROUD, AND REMOVE TEST COVER PER 16191, PARA
3.4.5.b THROUGH e.
•
NOTE: DISCONNECT AND REMOVE FROM THE RADIATIVE COOLER ONLY,
AND NOT FROM THE BTC CONSOLE, SINCE THE BTC MUST BE RECONN-



























I tj U-# *i« « \^ti ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME














COMPLETE BENCH TEST SHUT DOWN PER PARA 3.4.5, SPEC 16191,
REV_j\ . TORQUE SHORTING SCREWS, ITEM 22, PER NOTE 5.
Q.A. WITNESS TORQUE OF 8 FILLISTER HEAD SCREWS IN ABOVE OPER-
ATION.
VERIFY THE PROPER THERMAL CONDUCTANCE OF THE CFPA/RADIATIVE
COOLER THERMAL SHORT PER 16191 fpARA* 3.4.5. g THROUGH ro.
DISCONNECT BTC VACUUM LINE, REMOVE CONNECTING MANIFOLD AND
REMOVE VACUUM SHROUD.
SHEET 7 Of. \/
CONTINUATION OF:
AHR DATED
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^^T* >00*-l*&>&'














iS»RC ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET [SHEET 8 o> 8
PART NUMBER „ SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME









Q.A. REVIEW AHR SUPPLEMENT FOR COMPLETENESS. ROUTE TO PRO-
JECT QUALITY ENGINEER FILES.
MCI
•






























BAND 5 PREAMP SERNO
SHEET I2
SHEET 1 OF 3





























POST AMP OUTPUT ! CALCULATIONS I
K IKHz
SIGNAL NOISE
POST AMP GAIN = *»





































BAND 6 PREAMP SERNO
TEST SHEET 12
SHEET 2 OF 3
DATE: Lfir.
BAND 6 POST AMP SERNO.
Allfr • ^ Aft*"
Tl READING p^^g VQLTS= <7* »K



















































POST AMP GAIN =































CFPA SERNO BAND 7 PREAMP SERNO
TEST SHEET 12
SHEET 3 OF 3
I DATE:. 21.

























mil coot io iM»
11323 16192
SCAlf *|V SHjfT
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TEST SHEET 1§mmi PAGE is
6f £§9fc .QUALITY.
.C OFFSET TEST ' . - •
SFRNO &>&/ RAMH -^" HATF ^ <•/-<??-#
lADING VOLTS = «K TTSV
•ADING .96>9 VOLTS = f^ «K <^^
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Supplemental Assembly History Record Sheets
! S R li C i
PAil NUMB1B SIOIAt 00 101 H1HMR
51200 003
ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD SUPPLEMENT
02A«II4, KO.
51200
ASUUSIY ll»WCOOLED ASSEMBLY, RADIATIVE
PURPOSE Of SUPPLEMENT - INCCfiPOHATES NEW ASSY DWG
REVISION D OR EOsfXk REWORK D; OTHER ffl. EXPLAIN:
&.*r;iias ; 0* tousa com rnr*us 01 c
«»« E 22-31 D. Dascoo-5 ,
U IH iMBCTl
« '^I
PWtjptar^&ovw/ KOI IMC »fpBfc/Ai "
4269A .%„/&*£- N
\ma< /^T u
! / v_AW>. — « s
SHEH 1 OF 6 1
UPPUMCN! NO. 2 10 PA
C,a DATED 25 KARCH 82
UPPIEMENT RELEASE
ATE -4— |~7- g-^
Ql( TO PRODUCTION -
PON RtCf IPf. !N!(B SUPPUMfNI
3. ANQ RfCEIPT DAU ON fRCHI
SO Of Ali3. INI1IAI THI [K1BY.
* V _ ) C l
NOTES: THE PURPOSE Of THIS SUPPLEMENT IS TO INVESTIGATE THE CAUSE OF FAILURE REPORT SB106. THIS
EFFORT WILL FOLLOW STEPS OUTLINED IHjUfr HEW 236-7921. REV. 1 AND E.0.4269A.
&>ur&'<J4, it/






1) PLEASE REVIEW HANDLING AND CAUTION NOTES OUTLINE.O
ON ORIGINAL AHR 51200, S/N 003, PART III, DATED
25 MARCH 1982.
2) THIS SUPPLEMENT IS TO BE PERFORMED AFTER OPERATION













SB 0295C JAN 81
Is fin:v ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD 0 "JINUATION SHEET SHEET 2 OF ^
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY HAM














SPOT BOND CABLE, PART OF ITEM 3, TO SENSOR BLOCK, PART OF
ITEM 10, AS SHOWN IN SECTION ** AND PER NOTE 7 OF E.0.4269A.
SPOT BOND PER SPEC SP80043, REV (rj
CURE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE.
•
Q.A. INSPECT BONDING IN ABOVE OPERATION. <tf//6fg-z.
"vL-L>^~Xi t^ - 1^^ ' '($r*y
£yn£/i>cf ct$£twtJtr*) £&?efe l&St^ r f^^\, 13 &o p?^
-j
INSTALL ITEM 4, COLD STAGE COVER ASSEf^LY, ONTO ITEM 10,
STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY, USING ITEM 31, SCREW, THREE PLACES PER
SHEET 2, VIEW F.
-
































1 S B L i 1 ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECO


















NOTE: CLOCK ITEM 4 SUCH THAT THE HINDOO
SAME ASPECT AS THAT SHOWN FOR ITEM 11 ON
APERTURE IS IN THE
SHEET 3, VIEH H-H.
TORQUE SCREWS IN ACCORDANCE WITH MOTE 5.
'
Q.A. WITNESS TORQUE IN ABOVE OPERATION.
ATTACH ITEM 4, COLD STAGE COVER ASSEMBLY , TO ITEM 6, COLD
STAGE HOUSING ASSEMBLY. USING ITEM 29, SCREW, TWELVE PLACES
AS SHOWN OH. SHEET 2, SECTION C-C. TORQUE SCREWS IN ACCORD-
ANCE WITH NfTTE 4.
Q.A. WITNESS TORQUE IN ABOVE OPERATION.
t
V.
SHEET 3 OF 6l, s
CCNTINUATION OF:
AHR DATED


























SR n?Q5A nrr. 77
isruvJ7 I ' ) 'j ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET SHEn 4 Of 6 -
PART NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME










REINSTALL ITEM 7, INTERMEDIATE STAGE COVER ASSEMBLY, TO ITEM
10, STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY, USING ITEM 30, SCREW, TWELVE PLACES
AS SHOWN ON SHEET 2. SECTION C-C. TORQUE SCREWS IK ACCORD-
ANCE WITH NOTE 5.

























iSBRC ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET SHEET 5 OF 6
PART NUMBER SERIAL 03 LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY KM*















REATTACH EACH PLASTIC STRIP. ITEM 33, NINE PLACES. PER SBRC
SPEC 16181. PARA 3.3.3.2.b, NOTE 30. AS SHOWN IN VIEW A-A,
SHEET 2.
—
INSPECT EACH STRIP BONDING IN ABOVE OPERATION.
»
REMOVE BANDS 5, 6 AND 7 CONNECTORS FROM FIXTURE 75788 AND (
REMOVE FIXTURE FROM ASSEMBLY.
CAUTION: STATIC PROTECTIVE CONNECTORS HUST BE ON BANDS 5
AND 7 CABLE CONNECTORS. GROUND THE PINS OF THE STATIC PRO-
TECTIVE CONNECTOR TO COOLER CHASSIS.
INSTALL ITEM 5. AMBIENT COVER. TO ITEM 10. STRUCTURE ASSEM-
BLY. USING FASTENER, ITEMS 18 AND 30, EIGHTEEN PLACES AS
SHOUN ON DRAWING, SHEET 2, SECTION C-C. TORQUE SCREWS IN
ACCORDANCE WITH DRAWING NOTE 5.
CONTINUATION OF:
AHR DATED


































r\ r\ --\(SB fee WASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET
PART NUMBER SERIAL 08 LOT KUiitiift ASSEMBLY NAME










Q.A. WITNESS TORQUE IN ABOVE OPERATION.
.
Q.A. REVIEW THIS AHR FOR COMPLETENESS. ROUTE JO PROJECT
QUALITY ENGINEER FILES.
•
RETURN TO OPERATION 38000 OF AHR 51200» PART III, S/N 003,











SHEET 6 OF 6
CONTINUATION OF:
AHR DATED









i S |i R C 1 ASSEMBLY HISTORY "RECORD SUPPLEMI;NT
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EMBLY, RADIATIVE "n<cwt 73,*&>«&- • ^
'PtEMENT - INCORPORATES WfW A55Y DlWfi ltu s^~ x™2^^ i. <Jj
uinr 4?raw«£,5
"}i/yp'~jfir'~~?
EOsQ REWORK O: OTHER 0. EXPLAIN: JWKU&WIUH ra AfnwwM
iuXlL^^
^ If U(BH_ ^
^^^^\
/'•"
ISUEH 1 OF 3 -
SUPPIEMENT NO. 1 TO
KB DATED 25 MARCH 82
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1) PLEASE REVIEW HANDLING AND CAUTION NOTES OUTLINED ON
ORIGINAL AHR 51200, S/N 003, PART III, DATED
25 MARCH 1982.
2) THIS SUPPLEMENT IS TO BE PERFORMED AFTER OPERATIONS
34900 AND 35000 OF AHR 51200, S/N 003, PART III.
DATED 25 MARCH 1982.
•
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WHEN THE CFPA TEJ4PERATURE REACHES 105K, COLLECT DATA PER
16188. REV B> , PARA 4.3.2 FOR BAND 6 PREAMPLIFIER
CIRCUIT BALANCING.
WHEN THE CFPA TEMPERATURE REACHES 95K, COLLECT DATA PER
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WHEN THE CFPA TEMPERATURE REACHES 20K, COLLECT DATA PER
16188. REV ^ . PARA 4.3.2 FOR BAND 6 PREAMPLIFIER CIRCUIT
BALANCING.
-
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NOTES THIS AHR IS TO PERFORM THERMAL VACUUM TESTING AND HILL SATISFY REQUIREMENTS OF DRAWING 51200, NOTE 9,





THIS AHR IS PART III OF III PARTS. PARTIII IS FOR THERMAL
VACUUM TEST.
CAUTION: AFTER OPERATION 31400 THIS ASSEMBLY IS STATIC SENSI-
TIVE; PLEASE REF. DRAWING NOTE 24.
QUALITY ASSURANCE SURVEILLANCE SHALL BE PERFORMED DURING TEST.
NOTIFY Q.A. AND AFQA PRIOR TO STARTING TESTS.
PERFORMED BY
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THE PARAGRAPH CALLOUTS IN THIS DOCUMENT REFER TO SPEC 16188,
REV "& . UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
NOTE: THE RADIATIVE COOLER MUST BE PREPARED FOR TESTING IN
AN ULTRA-CLEAN. WHITE-GLOVE AREA UNDER A LAMINAR FLOW BENCH.
THE AREA DESIGNATION IS VELLObl. INSPECT, CLEAN AND HANDLE
PER SPEC 16174, REV /V .
CAUTION: USE OF THREE PAIRS OF GLOVES IS PREFERRED FOR
ASSEMBLY/HANDLING. THE FIRST PAIR SHOULD BE COTTOH; THE SEC-
OND SHOULD BE POLYETHYLENE; AND THE THIRD SHOULD BE NYLON
PER SPEC 16174, REV /\ . SINGLE-GLOVE HANDLING IS ACCEP-
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51200. REV E WITH E.O.'S 2188A. 3922A, 2162A. 4201A. 4216A
52532, REV D WITH E.O.'S 3174A, 4100A. 4192A »JW *«"'





16192, REV E WITH E.O.'S 4088A, 4136A, 4138A, 4156A
16235, REV G WITH E.O.'S 2744A, 3863A
FIXTURES:
72660, REV B WITH E.O.'S 4182A, 4241A
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PERFORM PRELIMINARY CHECKOUT OF VACUUM CHAMBER IN ACCORDANCE
WITH PARA 4.2.1.
ASSEMBLE THE DOOR SUPPORT ASSEMBLY PER PARA 4.2.2 AND DRA&r-
ING 76954, REV A . IN A CLASS 10,000 ENVIRONMENT.
CAUTION: CO NOT TOUCH SPECULAR DOOR SURFACES A! ALL.
WITH THE SBS IN A CLASS 10,000 ENVIRONMENT, INSTALL THE DOOff
SUPPORT ASSEMBLY INTO THE SBS PER PARA 4.2.3 AND DRAWING
77682. REV A •
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INSTALL THE SBS INTO THE VACUUM CHATTER PER PARA 4.2.3. (
INSTALL THE BLACK80DY ON THE KQUNT1KG PLATFORM AND INSTALL '




CONNECT CABLE ASSEMBLY 7?660-1 IHS!DE CHAMBER PER PARA 4.2.3-
AND DRAWINGS 72660, REvT> , AHD 72624, REV A .
NOTE: INSTALL CAPS ON CRYGGEJJ FEEDLINES AT THIS TIME.
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PERFORM S8S ELECTRICAL CHECK PER P/!«t*. 4.2.3.1. THIS INCLUDE!
CHECK OH Jl AND J3 ONLY. ATTACH DATA SHEET TO THIS AHR.
VERIFY HEATER/SENSOR CIRCUIT OPERATION PER PARA 4.2.3.2, -
PARA a. b AND c.
-
VERIFY OPERATION OF BLACKBODY SHUTTER AND CHOPPER PER PARA ^
4. 2. 3.2. d.




















































SERIAL 08 LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
003 COOLER ASSEMBLY RADIATIVE T.M.
8NSTRUCT10NS
NOTE: PLEASE NOTIFY Q.A. OF IMPENDING BAKEOUT BEFORE PROCEED
ING.
PERFORM PRE-TEST BAKEOUT OF SBS. MOUNTING PLATFORM, DOOR. "
BLACKBODY AND INTERNAL CABLING PER PARA 4.2.4. USE APPENDIX
20 DATA SHEET AND RECORD DATA EVERY 30 MINUTES.
'
Q.A. REVIEW DATA FROM ABOVE BAKEOUT.
OPEN CHAMBER AND SET UP NITROGEN PURGE PER PARA 4. 2. S.I. a A/
b.
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PARA 4. 2. 5. I.C.
SERIAL OR LOT (CUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
003 COOLER ASSEMBLY RADIATIVE T.H.
INSTRUCTIONS
PLATFORM AND BLACKBODV TO A FLOW BENCH PER
PARTS MUST REWIK IN A CLASS 10.000 EN VI ROM-
MENT UNTIL REINSTALLED IN CHAMBER.
CAUTION: THE FOLLOWING OPERATIONS ARE FOR PREPARING THE
RADIATIVE COOLER FOR THERMAL VACUUM TESTING.
THIS ASSEMBLY IS STATIC SENSITIVE, PLEASE REFER TO DRAWING
NOTE 24 (HANDLE PER SP80113).
INSTALL INSTRUMENTATION TEST LEADS TO COLD STAGEJHTERHEDIATE
STAGE RADIATORS AND AMBIENT STAGE TO MONITOR STAGE-TO- STAGE
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE PER PARA 4.3.2 AND REA DIRECTION.
fJU£7VU(. MfidAmwC PufrfjZtA o/U C/metZ
0JJ A PLQu^  j&nUO/ ./K'-k '4w8 |^T i^^ |v
////*j ^yvjr*/ Tffftt^ Atj^i t_
"73? *Ji&€ Cc»J
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DOUBLE BAG THE COOLER/PREAHP ASSEK3LY AHD TRANSPORT TO THE
CHAFER PER PARA 4.2.5.1.f.
INSTALL THE tJOLER/PREAKP/f&OWTING PLATFORM IN THE SBS PER
77682, REV fl AKD PARA 4. 2.5.1. f.
MATE INTERNAL TEST CABLIKG PER 77682, REV A . AKD PARA
4.2.5.2.
VERIFY ELECTRICAL CABLING COf^ECYIO^S PER P^H 4.^.5.3 MJTH
THE AID OF 72660, REV fi . (DO ®Q1 LOG DATA IN APPENDIX
10 AT THIS TIME.)
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toTE INTERNAL CABLING TO CH/USJER BULKHEAD CONNECTORS PER
72660, REV Z? . AND PARA 4.2.5.4. AHACH RESISTANCE KQNI-
TORING LEADS FROM AKBIEHT, IKTERKEDIATE AND COLD STAGES TO
INTERNAL BULKHEAD CONNECTOR.
PERFORM FIMAL ELECTRICAL CHECKOUT AT THE BULKHEAD EHTERKAL
PINS PER PARA 4.2.5.4. LOG DATA PER APPENDIX 10, ANO ATTACH
COPIES OF DATA SHEETS TO THIS AHR. SPEC 16188, REV JLL_.
Q.A. HITHESS ABOVE ELECTRICAL CHECKOUT.
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TEMPORARILY CLOSE CHAFER PER PARA 4.2.5.4. ^
CONNECT EXTERNAL CABLING PER PARA 4.2.5.5. ^
VERIFY FINAL FUNCTIONAL INTEGRITY OF THE TEST 'SET UP PER
PARA 4.2.5.6. (REA. ELECTRICAL, Q.A. AND SYSTEMS TEST ENG-
INEERS).
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CLOSE CHAMBER AND INITIATE PUMPOOMN PER PARA 4.2.7.8. ,
.
PERFORM "COLD SHOCK" TEST OF CRYOGEN FEEDLI, IS PER PARA ^
4.2.7.b.
f
ELEVATE TEST ARTICLES AND SBS TO BAKEOUT TEMPERATURE PER ,
PARA 4.2.7.C AND d. *
*
t^^^VERIFY 48 HOUR BAKEOUT PER PARA 4. 2. 7. 1", WITH CHAMBER PRESS-X
































































SERIAL OR 10! KW'&ifl | ASS£K3LY WML
003 I COOLER ASSEMBLY RADIATIVE T.M.
iM^TPBsnrimji;BrobinUU Iwii
PROCEED WITH PRE-BALANCE COOLOOHN PER PARA 4.2.8. .
• ^
VERIFY INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR BACKUP TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER
CHECKOUT PER PARA 4.3.1.1.
•"
VERIFY BACKUP CONTROLLER OPERATION PER PARA 4.3.1.2.
VERIFY PRIHAPY CONTROLLER OPERATION PER PARA 4.3.1.3.
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(OPTIONAL) REINSTALL PH8 A4 PER PARA 4.3.1.4.
NOTE: COOLDOWN TO 95°K MAY PROCEED FROM 105°K, EVEN THOUGH
THE 50942 BOARD HAS BEEN REEVED FOR SET POINT ADJUSTMENT.
COLLECT DATA PER PARA 4.3.2 AND SPEC 16192, REV £L_ FOR BAND
6 PREAMPLIFIER CIRCUIT BALANCING,
•
OPERATIONS 34000 THROUGH 34700 HAY BE WAIVED IN THE EVENT
THAT DATA TAKEN DURING THIS OPERATION INDICATE THAT THE BAND
6 PREAMP CIRCUITRY IS BALANCED PER 16192. IN THIS EVENT,
THE PREAMP REA SHALL WAIVE OPERATIONS 34000 THROUGH 34700
BY SIGNING BELOW AND THE PROCEDURE MOVES FROM OPERATION
33900 TO OPERATION 34800.
WAIVER BY PREAMP REA
COOLER REA APPROVAL
IF THE ABOVE HAIVER IS NOT EXERCISED, CONTINUE HITH NEST OPEF
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PROCEED WITH HARMUP PER PARA 4.4, TAKING CARE TO KEEP THE .
COOLER WARMER THAN THE SBS.
*
NOTE: Q.A. TO BE NOTIFIED OF IMPENDING OPERATION. DO NOT
PROCEED TO JOT OPERATION UNLESS Q.A. IS PRESENT.
Q.A. X^'T^
0 1 /*»
REMOVE THE COOLER/PREAMP ASSEMBLY TO A FLOW BEKCH PER PARA ^
4.5.
S& CoMMaoT ^/^TS. 6fe&#M^ uu&&2
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COOLER ASSEMBLY RADIATIVE T.M.
AFTER THE BAND 6 PREAMP HAS BEEN BALANCED PER 16192, REV
REPLACE THE BAND 6 PREAMP TEST SELECTS IN THE COOLER PREAMP
ASSEMBLY. THIS
PER PARA 4. 6. a.
OPERATION IS TO TAKE PLACE ON A FLOH BENCH,
REFER TO AHRS 50980/50984 FOR INSTALLATION
OF THESE PERMANENT COMPONENTS.
REINSTALL COOLER/PREAHPS IN THE VACUUM CHAMBER. PER 77682,
REV /? , AMDP A R A 4 . 6 . b & c . £0 z&tt tf
RECONNECT APP86I'SiAfE ELECTS! CAL CONNECTORS PER PARA 4.2.5.2.
Q.A. WITNESS.
REPEAT FINAL ELECTRICAL CHECK PER PARA 4 .2.5.4. LOG OATA PEP
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COOLER ASSEMBLY RADIATIVE T.M.
REPEAT PUMPDOHN AND BAKEOUT PROCEDURE OUTLINED IN PARA 4.2.7,
WITH THE BAKEOUT PERIOD BEING TWELVE HOURS RATHER THAN 48
HOURS, PER PARA 4.6.f.
•
REPEAT THE SBS COOLDOUN PROCEDURE OUTLINED IN PARA 4.2.8. ^
SET UP BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR TEST PHASE 5 PER PARA 4.7.2. ^
RECORD DATA IN APPENDICES 20 AND 40.
APPLY SIMULATED ENVIRONMENTAL HEAT LOADS TO COO' 'R INTERMED^







































SERIAL Oft LOT NUMBER ASSEMBLY NAME
003 COOLER ASSEMBLY RADIATIVE T.M.
fiWCTFDI Sr*TfiO9JC
COLD STAGE TEMPERATURE FALLS BELOH 95K, SUB-*
NITROGEN IN THE SBS INNER STAGE PER PARA
4.7.4. NOTE CAUTION.
MAINTAIN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS PER PARA 4.7.2, 4.7.5 AND 4.7.6"
UNTIL A CFPA STEADY STATE TEMPERATURE CONDITION HAS BEEN
ACHIEVED PER PARA 4.7.7. CONDUCT FUNCTIONAL TEST OF BANDS 5
AND 7 PER 16192.
AT A TEMPERATURE
REV & , PARA 4.2.3. THIS TEST SHALL BE
£
NOTE: IF THE CFPA TEMPERATURE ACHIEVED UNDER THIS OPERATION
IS LESS THAN 87K , OfERATIOHS 35200 THROUGH 35700 HAY BE
UAIVED BY THE COOLER REA SIGNING BELOW.
'
WAIVER BY COOLER REA«e-^f7— AJ^ faf,_ N ,^M ^ Ux/oia-
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IF OPERATIONS 35200 THROUGH 35700 HAVE BEEN HAIVEO BY THE
ABOVE SIGNATURE, CONTINUE WITH OPERATION 35800. IF THE ABOVE
WAIVER HAS NOT BEEU EXERCISED. PROCEED AS FOLLOWS:
PERFORM THE COOLER DOOR EHITTAKCE TEST PER THE INSTRUCTIONS
OF PARA 4.8. CONTINUE TO RECORD DATA IN APPENDICES 20 AND 40
•
VERIFY STEADY STATE CONDITION FOR THE COOLER DOOR EMITTANCE
TEST PER PARA 4.8.d.
,
PERFORM THE SBS REFLECTANCE TEST PER THE INSTRUCTIONS OF PARA












































SERIAL OH LOT NUMBER ASSEAS3LY NAM
003 COOLER ASSEMBLY RADIATIVE T.H.
INSTRUCTIONS
VERIFY STEADY STATE CONDITION FOR THE SBS REFLECTANCE TEST
PER PARA 4.9.d.
PERFORM TEST PHASE 8, THE SBS-REFLECTANCE-COHPENSATED LOW
TEMPERATURE ACHIEVABLE TEST. PER THE INSTRUCTIONS OF PARA
4.10.
VERIFY STEADY STATE CONDITION FOR TEST PHASE 8 PER PARA 4.10.
.
SET UP INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR PRIMARY CONTROLLER TESTS PER *-
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COOLER ASSEttSLY RADIATIVE T.H.
1
ESTABLISH CONTROL AT T!1E 90K SET POIriT PER PARA 4. 11. 1.2. a - ,
c.
.
PERFORM PRIMARY CONTROLLER TESTS AT THE 90K SET POINT PER, x-
PARA 4.n.l.2.d-g, RECORDING DATA IN APPENDIX 30.
'
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SERIAL 08 LOT NUMBER | ASSEMBLY NAM
003 I COOLER ASSEMBLY RADIATIVE T.M.
iM^TPiirimMQBNblKUU §l»Nb
NOTE: COLLECTION OF BAND 6 RESPONSIVITY DATA AT 90K MAY BE
WAIVED BY MUTUAL AGREEMENT OF THE COOLER REA AND SYSTEMS ENG-





PERFORM PRIMARY CONTROLLER TESTS AT THE 95K SET POINT PER
PARA 4.11.2, RECORDING DATA PER APPENDIX 30.
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NOTE: COLLECTION OF BAND 6 RESPONSIVITY DATA AT 95K MAY BE
WAIVED BY MUTUAL CONSENT OF THE COOLER REA AND SYSTEMS ENGIN-
EERING, AS INDICATED BY THE WAIVER SIGNATURES BELOH:
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
COOLER REA
PERFORM BACKUP CONTROLLER TESTS PER PARA 4.11.3, RECORDING ^
DATA PER APPENDIX 30. :
!
SUBSTITUTE NITROGEN FOR NEON in THE INNER SBS STAGE PER THE ^
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SERIAL 08 101 NUM3ER ASSEMBLY i^A^
003 COOLER ASSEMBLY RADIATIVE T.M.
INSTROCTSOfiS
THE INITIAL COS4DITIONS FOR PRIMARY COHTROLv
PARA 4.11.4.1. PERFORM PRIMARY CONTROLLER
TESTS AT 105K PER PARA 4.11.4.2.
COLLECT BAND 6 RESPOWSIVITY DATA AT 105K PER 16192. REV & ,
NOTE: COLLECTION OF BAND 6 RESPOWSIVITY DATA AT 105K MAY BE
WAIVED BY MUTUAL CONSENT OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERI}{G AHD THE COOL-
ER REA. WAIVER TO BE INDICATED BY SIGNATURES BELOa:
SYSTEMS EfiSiHEER ING
COOLER REA
PERFORM OUTGAS BODE CONTROLLABILITY TESTS PER THE ItiSTRUCTIQN
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TERMINATE TESTING PER THE INSTRUCTIONS OF PARA 4.13, TAKING
CARE TO KEEP THE COOLER STAGES MARKER THAN THE SBS DURING
HARHUP.
ATTACH COPIES OF ALL DATA SHEETS TO THIS AHR. '
Q.A. ENGINEER REVIEW DATA SHEETS TO ENSURE THE REQUIREMENTS OF
SPEC 16188. REV £ . HAVE BEEN MET.
TRANSPORT COOLER/PREAMP TO FLOH BENCH. COOLER KUST BE DOUBLE
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REMOVE INSTRUMENTATION TEST LEADS INSTALLED TO THE COLD AND
INTERKfMATE STAGE RADIATORS PER PARA 4.3.2. RETORQUE SCREW!
DISTURBED PER DRAWING 51310. REV B f.e> 39)0* dutem
Q.A. WITNESS TORQUE ABOVE.
REMOVE CONNECTORS A3J1. A3J2 Ai.D A3J3 FROM MOUNTING RING OF (
ITEM 10. BY REMOVING HARDWARE SHOW! ON DRAWING 52532 SHOUN
ON SHEET 5. VIEM "M".
CAUTION: COOLER CABLES AND FLEX CABLES ARE STATIC SENSITIVE
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Q.A. INSPECT ABOVE OPERATION.
•
DISCONNECT FLEX CABLES CONNECTORS FROM PREAMPLIFIER KODULE
ASSEMBLY AND REMOVE PREAMP KQDULE FROM COOLER ASSEMBLY BY
REMOVING FASTENERS, ITEM 19 AND 26 OF DRAM I K&' 52532, SIX
PLACES.
*
REMOUNT FIXTURE 75788 TO ASSEMBLY AND MOUNT BANDS 5. 6 AND 7
CONNECTORS TO THE FIXTURE AS SHOWN OH BEAMING 512GO. SHEET
3. ENSURE THAT THE STATIC PROTECTIVE CONNECTORS ARE FIRKLY
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Q.A. WITNESS TORQUE IN ABOVE OPERATION.
Q.A. REVIEW THIS AHR FOR COMPLETENESS . ISSUE A BLUE FORM 57
FOR COMPLETE COOLER ASSEKBLY.
•
MCI
DELIVER A COPY OF APPENDIX 60 OF SPEC 16188 TO SYSTEMS ENG-








































SERIAL OR LOT NUK3ER ASSEMBLY NAME
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